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will be Binging by the choir of the
LOCAL AFFAI118. |! There
Meihodiafc church, assisted by Mrs. G. W.
NEW

Hancock County
Bank.

Savings

Commenced Business May I, 1873,

tlieonly Savings Bank in Ellsworth, Maine, established
the supervision of the State Bank Examibv law, and under
Has paid sixty-tlnve (<>3) semi-annual dividends.
ner.
and is

in this bank

Deposits
municipal taxation

are

exempt from

depositors.

to

TRUSTEES

A

WHITCOMB,

THIS

KNTS

WKKK.

Admr notice— E-t Abide L Catter.
Exec notice— K-t Charles A Trask.
House for rent.
Hancock County Savings Hank.
Floyd A llayr es—Meats, fish and groceries.
Dr L L I.arraoee— Dentist
Patrick Kearns—Groceries and fruits
W It Barker Clothing t o—
liar Hart or aud Unton River Power Co—

Meeting.
Dekr Isle
Albert P Havey—Notice of foreclosure.
Eden
Eat DeGraaee Pbx—Notice of foreclosure.
Southwest Harbor:—
K Benson Stanley—Notice.
Portland Mr:—
Equitable Life Assurance Society—I nsurane
education.
Belfast, Mr:
Foster-Estabrooka Co—Help wanted.
Ill.UKHILL
Joint ban Dow—Notice of foreclosure.
tlr.DFORP, MAhA:
C D. SicGown—Gold wa’rh free.
—

—

:

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH

In

Vice-President.

Butler,
Capt.

effect

POST

October

Vote to Favor Big Dam
Project—Special ('ol lector.
A special meeting of the board of aidermen was hold
last Wednesday evening
chiefly for the purpose of hearing I. L.
Hal man. in behalf of the big dam project.
Mr.

The entertainment committee of the
Unitarian church will give a shirt-waist
j>arty at Odd Fellows hall Monday evening, May 1. During intermission a short
musical programme by local talent will be

performance,

local

talent, is

crusher to

tion,

being directly

it

a

1904.

RECklVKD.
From W««t—7 l« a m and A.13 p m.
From East— ll.M» a m, S.85 and 0 47 p m.
MAIL (JI.UHKH AT l*OST-o»FI0B.
©onto We«t—li 2f> a n», .■» and 9 p m.
tjoiNo East—7 a m aud ft.to p tu.
No Sunday trains.
MAI LA

be
of

necessary
the shore

to

relocate

a

short

in the matter of taxation.

Commissioner Newman is moving

the rock

it will

section

road, and also to
change the location of the Doyle bridge.
He also expressed hope that in view of
the enormous benefit the enterprise would
be to Ellsworth, the t>oard would favor it

to be given at Hancock hall on Monday
evening, May 8, for the benefit of the
Catholic society. The affair is under the
direction of Mrs. K. J. Walsh and Mrs. F.
M. Gaynor.
Street

Hal man addressed the board at

length, setting forth in a most interesting
manner, the prospect of the building of
the big dam, in which enterprise he is so
closely identified.
In the event of the dam’s being built,

given.
A minstrel

Htfccttta'rmmtft.

MEETING.

Aldmnni

Town.

A.

The board, after listening with great
interest to what Mr. Kalman had to say,
passed unanimously the foliowing vote:

field of operaback of its old

new

location on State street, and across the
railroad track. It will be in running
order in about a week.

"Voted, Thut the city ol ElU worth batld and
maintain a highway from a point near the Hop
king mill dam, going northerly on the shore
road, so-called, to a point near the residence of
Khen I*. GrlmHe. on said shore road; also to
Shange the location of tho l>oylc bridge, so
'ailed, provided the proposed it am Is built os
Union river by the Bar Harbor A Union River
Bower Co. And the city of Hlsworth further
igreesto be very lenient In regard to taxation
>f said company's property."

b

OFFICE.

70,

of Old

W. Hutchings was at home
last week while his schooner, the Melissa
Trask, was discharging coal at Bar Harbor. He goes to Calais to load staves for
New York for C. J.Treworgv.

—

N. B. COOLIDGE, President.
JOHN F.

DVKIITISKW

CITY

The ruins of the old veterinary hospital
School street are being removed. This
is the building that attracted the attention of the firemen two or three years ago
on

by

mysteriously getting on fire about
night for two weeks.
William Scott, an aged and respected
At a meeting hold Monday evening the
cit izen of Ellsworth, died at tyis home on
F. C. BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.
I
uncollected taxes of 1903 and 1904 were
Grant street, April 13, after a long illness.
He wras about eighty years of age. A
placed in the hands of John H. Bresnahan,
A. F. BURNHAM.
is constable, for collection.
THE AMERICAN is on sale in widow survives. The funeral was held at
the Catholic church on Sunday.
at the news stands of
Ellsworth
jfoTK—Those desirinR Home Saving* Banks will be supplied with them
POISONED FATHER.
ijejok loage, l. u. U. r., will observe the
C. II. Leland and J. A. ThompCorrespondence solicited.
on application.
anniversary of the foundason.
Single copies, 5 cents ; sub- eighty-sixth
I-Si-l
of Twelve Years Sent to the
tion of the order by an old-fashioned
scription price $1.50 per year in Odd Fellows’ sociable on Wednesday evenIndustrial School.
advance.
Rosie Edna Alley, of Dedham, was given
ing, April 26, at Odd Fellow’s hall. All
hearing before Judge Peters, of *he mumembers of the ofder and their families
H. W. Dunn is in Bur Harbor on busi- are invited. Music by Higgins’ orchestra
nicipal eourty on the charge of poisoning
her father by putting paris green in his
ness.
Saturday evening at the same time the
Mrs. Luella Pederson is visiting friends firemen were engaged with the Walsh fire, tea. J udge Peters sent her to the industrial school for girls at Hallowell.
a
blaze started in the house of P. H.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME. in Boston.
Rosie, who is only twelve years
Id, is
Chief-Just ire Wfswell is holding court Shea on School street. The blaze started
the daughter of Llewellyn P. Alley. Her
around the floor-timbers on the first floor,
in Belfast.
home
life was
not the most pleasant
O. W. TAPLEV,
was discovered and extinguished beLygonia lodge will work the second de- bat
she ran away. Her father
fore it had gained much headway.
The imaginablcyand
this
gree
evening.
located her and brought her back to his
loss is covered by insurance.
Miss Hainor, of Bar Harbor, is the guest
home where, it is claimed, he proceeded to
Miss
Ellen
Mary
McFarland, daughter chastise her.
of Mrs. P. B. Day.
of Andrew P. McFarland and wife, and
Rosie didn’t like the proceedings and
Mrs. Etta Condon is visiting her home
BANK
BUILDING, EZI_I_S WC RTM.
George K. Roberts, both of Ellsworth, when her father’s tea was served, placed
in South Brooksville.
were married by Rev. J. M. Adams, at the
a quantity of paris green in it, but as is
Miss Gertrude Hammond, of Surry, is
Congregational jwirsonage, last Wednesday usually the case gave him too much.
the guest of Mrs. W. J. Clark.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roberts
have
evening.
gone
If the case came before the supreme
B. S. Jellison is in Calais this week load- to Pittsfield, where they will make their court Justice
Peabody would have had to
th<
Trask
Melissa
with
staves.
Their
home.
Ellsworth
friends
ing
many
give her a State prison sentence, so it
extend
congratulations.
The Lulu VV. Eppea is loading long lumwas taken
before Judge
Peters, who
ber. She will probably sail Friday.
A amall blaze in the basement of the sentenced her to the industrial school.
The Julia Frances is at the Curtis yards Phillips building on Main street called
Some weeks ago we fir*t advertised our
out the department at 9 o’clock Saturday
Easter Concert and Hall.
receiving new rigging and topmasts.
tea success—a regular tiOc value which
The tiro w as in u pile of rubbish
The annual concert, ball and suppler of
Mias Grace C,< King left yesterday to night.
we
offered to the public at 4<>o, under
and was quickly extinguished. How it the
City Hose Co. will be given in Hadresume her studies at Wellesley college.
started is unknown. The damage was cock hall next Monday evening.
the name
Rev. J. P. Simon ton will hold an Easier
mostly by smoke and is fully covered by
The concert this year will be made up
service at Bay side next Sunday morning
insurance. The building is occupied on
largely of vaudeville numbers. Following
at 10.3).
the 'first floor by E. J. Walsh as a shoe is the programme:
The ladivs of the Baptist society will store, and on the second by D. E. Hurley,
Overture. Selected
have a supper at the vestry this evening as a law' otliee. The third story is used by
Monagh•ui’rt Orchestra
from 6 to 7.
the owner, H. B. Phillips, for a paper box Songs, dances ami funny sayings,
This blend has proved a winner from
G. Porter Smith has purchased the
Echenagucta and Shorey
(а) I Fear no Foe. Pinsull
the very start: many families are buyCushman house on Franklin street ami
A meeting was held last Sunday in the
(б) The Land Immortal .Lerman
hus moved in.
vestry of St. Joseph’s Catholic church for
F W Rollins
ing it regularly in preference to any
A circle supper will be given at the the purpose of discussing the advisability
Rurr and Leighton in the laughable sketch. The
its
fine
like
of
council
other kind. They
of the Knights of
organizings
flavor;
Congregational vestry this evening. The
Skowhepan Rubes
Columbus, a Catholic order that has You’re the FI wer of My Heart, Sweet Adeline,
public is invited.
i
they like its low price. It’s a tea that
in
established
A L Wit ha in
nearly every state in
A special meeting of Esoteric lodge will lodges
D. Ander- Overture. .Selected
YOU would undoubtedly take to.
be held to-morrow evening for work in the Union. District Deputy J.
Orchestra
son, of Eastport, is expected here some
the second degree.
The Hymn That Touched my Hrart
Why not try some this week?
day this week. The order has insurance (а)
The ladies’ missionary society will meet
(б) My Carolina Lady
and social features. Already a sufficient
'lissrs Head, Dorr ami Halpin
with Mrs. Hodgman, Pine street, Tuesday
The Georgia Minstrels
Rcrnadlnl and Willey
number to assure the establishment of a
April 25, at 3 o’clock.
After the concert the floor will be
lodge here have signified their intention
The next meeting of the literature club of
cleared for dancing. Reserved seats are
joining.
will be held with Mrs. O.
W.
Tapley,
B. T. Sowle has sold his sloop yacht now on sale at E. G. Moore’s.
24.
Monday evening, April
Genie to John G. Merrill, of Bluehill. The
B. T. Sowle, W. T. Moor and Dr. F.
a&bcrtisnnents.
Genie is a comparatively new boat, having
F. Si moninn are in Bangor to-day attend- been built
by Mr. Sowle five or six years
ing the East Maine conference.
ago for his owu use in cruising about the
Carlton O. Donnell has moved from islands. She is always in the races with
Hancock street into the house of Mrs. the Union river fleet, and
has always
Charles I. Welch on Franklin street.
given a good account of herself. And for
H. B. Phillips is home after an extended good solid comfort and convenience it

CHAS. C. BURRILL, Treasurer.

W.

C

&

F.

every other

General Insurance, Real Estate, Investments

A 60c TEA for 40c.

&

the

BLEND.

H.

ROYAL

Baking
is

House=

visit
in

with his daughter, Mrs. A. J. Ix>rd,

Meriden, Conn.,

and his

son

in

Melrose,

Henrietta A. Whitney, Capt. W'oodward, is loading staves for Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co. for Rondout. She will sail
The

to-morrow.

The Alliance of the Unitarian church
will meet at the parsonage Wednesday

will

tehe

be

hard

will

be

to

sadly

find

a

boat to beat her.

missed

from the Ells-

worth fleet.

Mr. Sowle

is at

decided

whether

not he

or

as

to

or

Cleaning
Helps.

Here art* a few of the things that help to make
and others that you will
need in packing away winter clothes. Good disinfectants should be used freely in the Spring

house-cleanmgreasy

present unwill build

the:

best.

serious runaway accident occurred
Sunday when John C. Higgins’ horse
started on High street, overturning the
carriage and injuring Mrs. Higgins, who
was driving, and her sister. Miss Mary F.

Moth

A

Balls,

Borax,
Chioside of Lime,

...

Copperas,

lOc

5c, lOc
7c, 12c, 20c
Be, lOc, 15c

Gum Camphor, 10c

Furniture Polish,
25c
Johnson's prepared Wax for floors
26.
afternoon, April
Subject: “The
and interior finish,
BOc
Mrs. Higgins’ shoulder was inLaftin.
Undying Life.”
Solution Chlorides, a disinfectant
jured and Miss Latfin had two ribs broken.
Mrs. Charles I. Welch left Saturday for
and deodorizer,
25c
They were taken into Mrs. J. P. Langley’s Aromatic napthaline &
Somerville where she will reside.
Her
camphor. 15c
house and medical assistance summoned.
10c. 15c
Strong ammonia,
husband has employment in the CharlesThe harking of dogs caused the horse to Cream
shampoo paste, to remove
town navy yard.
the
The
horse
dust from hair after house-cleanshy, overturning
carriage.
Blanquefort commandery will observe threw himself on Pine street and was cap- |
25c
ing is done,
Easter Sunday by attending a service at tured only
i
slightly injured, but the carriage
C. A. PARCHER, Apothecary,
Odd Fellows hall at 3 p. m. The sermon was reduced to
wood.
kindling
ELLSWOKTH. MAINE.
will be delivered by Rev. J. P. Simonton.
Sixty-eight covers were laid at the
American house last Thursday evening for
aWjcrtistincntiS.
WHY NOT lEARN

f

the annual

CHOCOLATES.

**The
take:

Ice Cream Soda,

Taste Teixs.”

no

substitute:!

COLLEGE ICES.

GASOLINE ENGINES,
M I A N U S
outsells them all in Maine. Fully guaranteed, low in cost,
; ^
high in quality._#

I1*0*

MIAN US MOTOK

;

MOORE'S DRUG STORE,
CORNER OPP. POSTOFFICE.

of the University of Maine. It is customary for the freshmen to steal away and
have a ••feed” all to themselves and unbe-

the sophomores. But the freshmen reckoned without their host.
They
had just finished an excellent repast preLandlord
F.
T.
when
pared by
Grows,
they
received word that the sophs were coming
to the good city of Ellsworth on a special
train, and that they were looking for excitement was understood.
After walking over the town the sophs started
for the Falls after the freshmen, who had
succeeded in hiding. The freshmen were
known to

then the

at

vestry—Sale and supper
circle.

NEW

YORK.

Congregational
by the ladies'

Wednesday, April 19, at Baptist vestry
Supper by ladies of the Baptist society.
Supper, 15 cents.
Monday, April 24, Hancock hall— Annual concert, ball and supper of the City
—

Hose

Co.

Wednesday. April 26,

at Odd

lmll-Sociable in observance

of

Fellows

eigbty-

anniversary of founding of Odd
Fellowship.
Monday, May 1, at Odd Fellows hall—
Shirt-waist party by entertainment com-*
mittee
o|l nitarian church. Admission,

fcixth

includin^PrefreehmentB, 35

cents.

MinMonday, May 8, Hancock hall
by members of St. Joseph’s
Catholic society. Particulars later.
strel show

'flSbrnisrmrntp.

As

the

time

for spring houseit is proper that
we should call your attention to a line
of goods that will be absolutely necessary to you. We refer to our

cleaning approaches

Wall

Papers

and

Carpetings.

It must lie necessary for you to have a
new wooler, carpet or matting.
Our
goods are new this spring—not carried
over from last year—and we, of course,
have the new patterns and designs.
The wall papers we have in large
quantities, other lines of necessary
house-cleaning articles are our

Paints, Oils and Varnishes.
Wliat a mistake the weather prophets
a late spring!
Planting time will be here in a few
weeks now, atid it is high time farmers were getting their seeds into line.
Of these goods we have everything in

made in predicting

Field and Garden Seeds.
Experience

teaches many thiDgs.
It has taught us to carry nothing but
the best, and more especially in the
seed line.

_

Whiting Bros.
MAIN ST.. ELLSWORTH.

FIELD
Garden
Flower
Headquarters,

noon.

knows,

Do you wish to get a position tu the city? Why
equip yourself for one by taking a correspondence course in shorthand and typewriting,
and studying duriug your leisure hours? Write
to-day for full information and recommendations. Tei ms reasonable, and easy payments.
Supplies furnished. MU> TiMi.it*’ Shortham! School,The Stanton,Washington, I>.C.

everybody

as
are

at

AIKEN’S.

not

12

of

Varieties

Field

Grass

17 Varieties of Peas.
Beans, Seed Onions, Potatoes.

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful, curly fluffy Kugs made from ol
Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpet* cleaned clean. Send for circular,

Woolen, Tapestry,

L. L. MORRISON, SKOWHEGAN, ME.

fun

FOR

of

bell was
the hose-carts out and hose laid all over
Main and State streets. The sophs went
back Thursday night on the special, feeling well satisfied that they had bothered
the life out of the poor freshmen. The
freshmen had to stay in Ellsworth until

Friday

POWOER CO.,

COMING KVKNTS.

SHORTHAND?

began.
the play the fireand
freshmen and sophs had
rung,

WOKK8,i20-33 Portland

Pier.
PORTLAND, MAIM;.

supper of the freshman class

finally found and
During the action

The Famous and Beliable

ROYAL BAKING

Wednesday, April 19,

...

Ice Cream,

indispensable

house-cleaning.

buy.

...

demand

Powder

in their preparation.

..

FLOYD & HAYNES, “E.

lightest,

sweetest, finest
cake, biscuit and bread,

I_MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.

F,

If you wish

SALE

One second-hand

Knox Marine Gasoline
8 h. p

3 cylinder. A
reasonable offer

Too many varieties of dower seeds to
mention in detail.
All HoedB

F.

now, fresh

B.

ami of flnwt

quaHIf.

AIKEIIM

STATE STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

PLANT ST
Engine; EASTER

bargain for some one. No
refused. Inquire at

SHERMAN'S BOAT WORKS, BROOKLIN, ME,

Subscribe for The American

LILIES. HYACINTHS, 1 CLIPS, DAFFODILS, CROCUSES, and other
itMtsonable Plants.

Ellsworth

Greenhouse,

Long Distance Telephone

CHRISTIAN

Prayer MecduR Topic For

the

KDTTB1> BY "AUNT

Meek

B<-»rinn iiur April 23.

tkg.)
The resurrection of Christ was a
glorious manifestation of divine power.
In his salutation to the Romans (i. 4>
the apostle Paul says of Christ that lie
was “declared to be the Son of God.
with power, according tv» the spirit of
holiness, by the resurrection from the
And Paul desired to know
dead.”
Him and the power of His resurrection. The resurrection of Christ was
not only a manifestation of divine pow
er. but that resurrection inevitably bea
came
great power in the life of
Christ's church and of His people.
Christ's resurrection is a power as a
It was God's crowning
testimonial.
testimony that Jesus of Nazareth was
His Son and that the gospel was the
power of God unto salvation. An tinrisen Christ would have meant a vain
faith. “If Christ be not risen, then is
our preaching vain, and your faith is
Rut a risen Christ means
also vain.”
established faith against which
an
even the gates of hell cannot prevail.
Therefore “thanks be to God. which
giveth us the victory” over ail doubt
and opposition, for “Christ is risen
from the dead.”
CU1ISIS

symbol.

It

a

I'unu

symbolizes spiritual

.l*

a

resur-

stimulates it. Mail is de id
rection
In trespasse> and in sius. Christ's resu:*rectiou from the dead is a type of man’s
resurrection from spiritual death. “We
are buried with Him by baptism into
death; that, like as Christ was raised
up from the dead by the glory of the
Father, even so we also should walk
In newness of life." "Let uot. therefore,
ain reign in your mortal body, that ye
should obey it in the lusts thereof;
aeither yield ye your member# as instruments of unrighteousness unto sin.
but yield yourselves unto God. as tiu.se
that are alive from the dead, and your
meml>ers as instruments of righteousness unto God."
Christ’s resurrection is a power as an
"It is the center of our
assurance.
most cherished hopes, the evidence of
our immortality and the earnest of the
"Now is
resurrection of the body."
Christ risen from the deal ami become
the first fruits of them that slept."
Christ the first fruits, an 1 after liuu
those that are Ilis. Blessed hope! It
is not all of life to live nor nil of death
to die. .With the setting uf life's sun
the star of immortality rises to di pel
the darkness of the tomb.
Christ's resurrection is a power as a
comfort.
Paul used the fact of a future life with Christ after II s so-ond coming as a comfort f**r the
Thessalonians concerning t’
r depart
ed loved ones. At such times w«» l.a.y
•pply the same balm to our wounded
hearts.
He is risen.
He lives.
Our
loved ones, gone, live with Him. and
this joy awaits all who live a life of
faith and service in Him. "\Y’ie’ofo:<
comfort one another with these words."
anti

••

READINGS.

BIBLE

Job six. 20, 27: Ps. xvii. lo. Isa. xxvi.
10; Dan. xii. 1-3; Matt. xxii. 31. 22.
Luke xiv. 1-14: John xi. 10-27: Ron.
▼i, 1 11; I Cor. xv, 12-220; I Pet. i. 1-0.
An

\r<l«*nt

Erulmvorer.

Rev. William Patterson. D. D.. the
pastor of Bethany Presbyterian church.
Philadelphia, often spoken of
ns “John \Y:ui
maker's church*’
by reason of the
large part the
merchant prince
had in its establishment, is a
long time Chris*
tiau
Endeavor
\ enthusiast and
a
preacher of
'• (Christian
Endeavor
priucipies for many
*rv. william latter- Tears. Dr. Pntbon, 1). D.
terson is iniieli
In demand at Christian Endeavor conventions and not infrequently has been
• speaker at the monster International

Dyspepsia

ABSOLUTELY

|

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated lu th3 title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benetit, and aim* t-» be helpful and hopeful.
Being tor the common good. It I* for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, amt its suceeas depends largely
on the support given it in this respect. Communications mutt l»e signed, but the name of
writer will not Ikj printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
but none
rejection by the editor of the column,
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Tub American,
Kllsworth, Me.

Pick

of Women

NEEDLESS

AGONY

Caused by Uterine Disorders and Cared by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
A great many women suffer with a
form of indigestion or dyspepsia which
does not seem to yield to ordinary treatWhile the symptoms seem to be
ment.
similar to those of ordinary indigestion, yet the medicines universally prescribed do not seem to restore the patient’s normal condition.

waste

wa»te a

kindly word, they

a

they get,
Thev never found

human

a

just

fancy yet.
From

you’d learn

them I guess

they

wen.*

pointed

make
I

It

there.
Awaiting the encouragement of other souls that
dare
To show the best that’s In them ; and a unlversal move
Would start the whole world running in a hopeful, helpful groove.
Say something sweet to paralyxe the “knocker"
on the spjt—
Speak kindly of his victim If you know the man
or not.

The eyes that pock ami peer to And the worst a
brother holds.
The tongue that speaks In bliternes-, that frets
and fumes and scol ls;
The hands that bruise the fallen, though their
strength was made to ral>*e
The weaklings who have stumbled at the parting of the ways
All these shuul 1 be forgiven, for tlicy“kOv)W
not what they do!"
Their hindrance makes the greater work for
wiser ones like j ou,
So, when they scourge a wretched one wh »'s
—

drained sin's bitter cup,
Say something good about him if you have to
make It up.
Baltimore American.
—Selected by K. M- C.

This is a good practical poem, if we
could only manage to practice it. The
“trace of
will
most

in human

good”

deny,

and

even

part hidden

emergency
front.

it

or

when it

kind
seems

latent, in

comes

no

one

for the

some

unexpectedly

trial
to

or

the

_

Dear Friends of the M. B. Column
1 want to tlmnk all the sisters for recipes for
pork take. Tin v were excellent and we a 1 en-

joyed

the cake.

eiuess Haitiu, 8. J. Y. You are a Ion* wav
from the right one. Of course you recognized
•'Sloppy", although her nom dc plume U not

aptly chosen.
"Sloppy,” was It an aur.t near jour old home
who sent you the piper? v\ hat has become of
F. W. C.? 1 have seen only one letter from her
since the reunion, and hr she Is from the same
town, a letter from her would be Interesting:.
1 want to ted the sisters my way of keeping
Mix a quantity of rock salt with ao
e:gs
equal quantity ot sawdust. Fut a thick layer
in the bottom of a wooden box; pack in the
eggs, small ends down, with plenty of the mix,
ture so that the eggs wbl not touch each other;
put a thick layer on the top and set away in a
dark, cool place, and they will keep all the year.
The sawdust absorbs the moisture from the salt,
so It is easy to dig them out as you want them
Aunt Jana. I steamed my brown bread
your way tnls week, and it came out nicely
with no trouble at all.
"Sloppy,” i used to have several schoolmates
from yoer town, one by the same name as you
now bear. 1 am wondering If she la a relative
of your "John”, and If she reads the M. B.
letters?
Who will send

a

nice

recipe for

snow

pud-

Airs. Ai. PVri gh /

|

Mrs. Pinkham claims that there is a
kind of dyspepsia that is caused by a
derangement of the female organism,
and which, while it causes a disturbance similar to ordinary indigestion,
cannot be relieved without a medicine
which not only acts as a stomach tonic*,
but has peculiar uterine-tonic effects
also.
As proof of this theory we call attention to the case of Mrs. Maggie
Wright, Brooklyn. N. Y., who was
completely cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after everything else had failed. She writes :
“For two years I suffered with dysjtepgia
which so degenerated my entire system that I
I
was unable to attend to my daily duties.
felt w**ak and nervous, and nothing that 1 ate
tasted good and it caused a disturbance in my
stomach. I tried different dyspejrsia cur*1*,
but nothing seemed to helt> me. I was adE. Pinkham’s Vegetable
vised to give
Compound a trial, ami was happilr surprised
to find that it acted Like a tine toulc, and in a
few days I began t«- enjoy and properly digest
in
my food. My recovery- was
five weeks 1 was a well woman. I have recommended it to many suffering women."
No other medicine in the world has

Lydia

rapid/and

received such widespread and unqualified endorsement, or has such a record of
cures of female troubles, as has Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

make-up. We shall try
family right away. Thanks to
"Dmy
in

its very

it

in

you,

Scalloped crankekkifs— Tut in a baking,
dish a layer of bread crumbs, then a Uverot
chopped cranberries, sugar and a sprinkling «»f
f« find raisins; so on
until the dUh 1- tl I d;
put some bits of butter on top layer; bake
slowly. Serve with hard sauce or any sauce

preferred,

FIakd Sauce—One-fourth cup butter. * cup
..1
powdered sugar (or granulated;, S'
Kmon or vanitia or outmeg.
Day.
The reference which Aunt Mailce made to
meetings In the 11. B. C. of March 1,
n;freshes my memory about them. We do not
have town meetings out here. Our county at
tends to the business for our towns.
I have visited several towu meetings
in
Maine, and while they do good work, I tell you
right now, I was then in favor of woman
suffrage, and I have uever since changed my
town

I am fuily persuaded that If the Jaae* could
hive their chare of the say and do at your
town meetings It would be for their iKHtertnent;
the Johns would be there promptly in their
best togs and mautiers; there would not be so
much tobacco-spit nor so large a number of
quids of the filthy weed on the floors.
There are other ways whereby women oould
and would, no doubt, improve your towns
through town meetings. Jo ns, give them u
chance to Improve your politics, > our country
and your homes!
Susan.
I hope you will all enjoy the variety of
this week’s column, and when you feel

writing don’t hesitate to send it to
the M. B. C., or send it directly to your
Aunt Madge.

like

Tin- Value of

given.

just

belt,

includes

but

mean
a

jacket

and skirt and

wash

hat, spats and

parasol.

have your linen suit of
or in two

with

daffodil trimmings,

quil

tones

just plain

or

tan

jon-

Your

daffodil.

linen may lie a fine handkerchief variety
butcher's liuen or linen crash-all an*

of

fashionable.
The skirt is short, plaiting about the
hips, or the old bell-cut, as you wish. The
plaited skirt is less likely to sag and is
hard to do up.
The upper part

may

be

shirt

a

waist,

plain and simple, an Eton to wear over
lingerie waists or saj* redingote or a plain
close-fitting knee-tailor coat.
the costume is daffodil linen, there is
if
no trimming but machine stitching;
tan, the machine stitch bands are daffodil

—
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tbu
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COUNTY CONVENTION.

The Hancock county W. C. T. V. convention will be held in Mason i? hall
Southwest Harbor, Tuesday and Wednesday, May 23 and 24.
All local superintendents are
reminded
that it is not too early to be
(retting into
readiness their local report work for the
past year, sending it to the county superintendent of their department in order
that she may be able to get her
report together in time for the convention.
Will all county superintendent*
have
ready their reports? If you cannot make
a

favorable

even

to

report, make

All local

duty

an

adverse

one-

department.
presidents should deem it

censure

to the

your

cause

A

to be

present .it conWe trust to sen* all. with
vention.
a
word of good cheer from each, W< are
privileged to have with us Mr*. Ada \y.

Unxuh, of Oregon, one of the national
organisers; she is an able speaker, and %
wide-awake westerner, and will address
the convention the evening of the 24th.
The programme will be put out the first
of May.
A package will be sent each
union. Should any person named
the
unable to fulfill pvt
programme be

assigned,
that

see

a

will the

president of th* union
is appointed f.»r same,

substitute

notify Mrs. Jennie
responding secreliiry.?

and

M. Masw>r..

cor-

Half rates to all persons wishing to attend convention are given on steamer
Frank Jones and the boats of the Eastern

IturnMime.

Robert Burns. though l»e had the
choice of such works as the Spectator. Steamship Co.
E. Benson Stanley,
yellow. A linen belt is worn and fastened “Locke on the Human Understanding'*
with a gold harm ss buckle. The hat is. ami Pope, together with odd plays of
County President.
Shakespeare, which formed the staple
milk-maid style all linen, so made that
The Y'» met at the home of Samuel Larthe crown will unbotton from the brim rending of bis home, nevertheless owed
most to tin old collection of s ings.
vey last Friday evening. Seven new memA
and both can be easily laundered.
“This/' be says, “was my vade inectim! bers were added. Numberpresent. twentywreath of white and green taffeta ribbon
one.
After the meeting refreshment* were
jonquils are pinned about the crown. I pored over them during my rest or
You e.an make the wreath as well as the walking to labor, song by song, verse, nerved.
The next meeting will be at the home of
by verse, carefully noting the true, ten
der and sublime from affectation and Miss Either Dixon, Friday, April >.
ror toe parasol, take* any old inline, cut
fustian. I nm convinced I owe to this
linen gorc» from the old pieces, machine
1 am very sure the white ribbon r* o(
stitch togetlurand at the edge, catch to the practice much of my critic craft, sue*!)
Hancock county have enjoyed the letters
ribs, hide the top fastening with a bow of as it Is!**—All the Year Round.
of their comrade “J. A. C.f?, as published
taffeta and you will be very much in the
of late in this column.
We give her a
Robert LoqIm J*fevennon.
latest vogue.
Hf”x» is a pen portrait of Robert I.nu- cordial welcome not only to the cornet
The spats an* a shade more difficult to
is Stevenson, written by l»r. Alexander allotted by our kind editor to the \V. C.
do than the paras j1, but quite possible.
T. UM but also extend a pressing invitaIT. .Tapp: “Not so tall probably as be
You must first shrink tin linen, but you
should do that for the entire costume. deems at first sight from his extreme tion to her to come to the annual convention which will be entertained by the
>*<*
nd nlr could not
Take a pair of old gaiters, a trifle loose, thinness, but the p
in? otherwise di*scrlbed than its distin- Willard union, assisted by the loyal "Vs.
cut the linen exactly the same, for it will
guished. Head of flue type, carried well at Masonic hall, Southwest Harbor Maj
not give, line with linen and machine
23 and 24, unless some unforeseen vent
on the alioulders. and, in walking, with
stitch thoroughly.
causes postponement.
Such an carneal
Colored linen spats are perhaps the most the impressifin of being a little thrown
from un- advocate of temperance should Join the
conspicuous novelty of this summer’s hack; long fcrowti hair, falling
der a broadtail brimmed Spanish form
county union.
dressing, and are worth some hard work.
When no local is near at hand it mil
loose
They contribute so generously to a smart of soft felt liat. Reinbntndtesque:
kind of Ivernesw cape when walking help to keep one in touch w th the w<*rk,
effect La a simple costume.
and Invariable velvet jacket ins <• tin* and the yearly dues of fifty cents will Mf
The fear most girls have of these delito make the “wheels go round”.
house.”
We echo your wish, J. A. C.,” that oar
cately tinted suits is in connection with
*
sheriff on the Sturgis bill coming-ion
laundry work. Who has not seen rose
Thi* finln From Other*.
may get after those- floating rum
>pa,
color come back from that
bewitched
U-v
A man is >ong in proportion to the the lobster smacks. All honor tot*
who are not violators of the prohibitory
laundry a variegated water-melon; violet,
quantity, the quality ami the variety
J. M M.
yellow-grav; a blue, a water of forces which he absorbs from others. law.
j gone into
a week’s hard work and much artiswhite,
j
He is a (tower in proportion to the extrr
‘•Itching hemorrhoids were th«- plagi
j tic expression lost forever.
tent of his contact socially, mentally
life.
red
almost wild. Doan's Ototu.
j
A very wise girl will superintend the
and niontlly with his kind and a weak
me qqtckly mod permanently, after d<»
had
doing up of her tinted suits herself. If
ling just in projKjrtion as he cuts him- failed.” C. F. Cornwell, Valley Street, >.s a jetshe is clever enough to make them, she is
self off from others. Success.
Y—Advl.
ties,
wise enough to wish them a long
life.

j

■

a bit of an undertaking to
pale-colored garments if one does
away with boiling and
rubbing and
starching.

And it is not
launder

An easy way to set the color is, cover the
linen for an hour with cold borax water,
half a cup of borax to half a tub of water,
the first washing must be allowed to just
come to a boil, then soften with borax
and make foaming with melted east Me
soap. Dip the garments up and down in
the water until

places lightly.

drenched, rub the soiled
The soaking will have so

minutes in the
hot water will leave any material quite

loosened

the soil that

a

few

Opals.

Joan.
|
ding?
Veins of opals are usually met with
That is right, Joan, look up these old j
soft formations where nothing above
friends of yours. We are glad to have j In
ground indicates their presence. The
you tell us your method of packing eggs.
search for them, therefore, often tvSomeone will answer your request for
gatherings.
quires considerable time. But it is n6t
snow pudding.
extremely difficult, for opals are generForward.
ally found near the snrfucc. Indeed, it
Dear Aunt Madge:
I for one feel that we should put
was thought for a long time that they
You were so kind to print my other note. 1
•side dress parades and frills and fur- think I will come again. Think the sifters have were not to be found as deep as twelve
belows and get into what some one done well this past winter, and have helped you feet Mow the surface. This opinion
ealls ‘’downright, upright, outright, out uicely with the M. B. column. It may he,
has. however, given way in the light of
all right business' during these months as some one suggested, that they want to go to evidence, because
opals of great value
ahead.
Our enlistment in the ranks the reunion next summer; hut that is not my have been discovered at a
depth of fifty
calls for this. Christian Endeavor is case, for 1 never expect to be with you only in feet.
not a playground, nor is it a comfort- mind, and 1 was that last year, lor whet 1 got
The value of opals depends upon sevI watched the clouds as anxable place in which to dream, nor yet a up in the morning
iously as though 1 was to start for the long- eral considerations, of which the prinstream
on
gently flowing
which we lalked-of reunion myself. But enough o* this.
cipal one is the color. It is important
may drift. It is a battlefield; it is a
1 want to tell Esther how much we have ap
that they should be bright and not presphere for toil and sacrifice. Larger predated her pie-crust recipe and thank her sent streaks or spots alternating with
unions, increased membership, better for it. My John says we have pie-crust now
uncolored substance. The most valuaservice, more Quiet Hour Comrades aud worth eatmg, and we do not want any other ble are those which have red fires or
Tenth Legioners—the common words kind.
mixtures of* red and yellow, blue and
Erne Stine, I want to say to you: Don’t you
have already turned into music.
Let
Opals of a single tint are of litthem sing for us the battle hymn to care one bit if the minister and his wife do some green.
tle value unless the tint is particularly
the melody of which we shall march and flDd you frying doughnuts, and things not
striking and the figure beautiful. Inin perfect order. 1 doubt if even the minister’s
forward to a splendid victory.—Rev. Eddeed one of the essential qualities of
wife could do any better under the elrcum
win Forrest Hallenbeck, D. D„ in
the opal is the arrangement of the figstances, and probably she is no better than you
Christian Endeavor World.
or I.
ure, which sets off strikingly the hue of
to
the
moat
will
come
I know those hard days
the stone.
Endeavor In the Nary Yard.
I
and
have
a
to
all
housekeepers,
—perhaps
When the figure is quite regular and
For ten years Ilollontl Memorial En- great deal of sympathy for them. I have not
distinct It is the more valuable, much
deavorers, Philadelphia, have been forgotten some of my own experiences in
less so when the grain is quite sfnall
holding services in shine and shade in younger days.
and irregular. Sometimes the color aplean testify to the value of MD’a” way of
the barracks at League Island navy
for I filled a jar that way last
pears as a single blaze or with figures
yard, on the ships, and in the camps keeping eggs,
June, and to day have used the last one, and it
regularly spaced. It may then be of a
Sundays and Thursdays without an was
just as good as the first, and I have had all fine ruby red and is much sought after,
omission. They have spent $100 a year
all
winter,
the nice eggs I have wanted to use
but oftenest the uniform tint is only
to car fare alone. They have distrib- and have sold over flO worth of fresh ones from
green or reddish and has but little briluted great quantities of good litera- a very small flock of hens.
liancy.
ture. It has been a splendid service,
But I fear I am making my letter too long, so
The cutting is very important for the
will give you a recipe and say good-bye:
most thoroughly: enjoyed and greasy
opal. Thus a thick stone will be much
Breakfast Rolls—One cup sweet milk, 1
Messed.
less beautiful than a thin stone, which,
egg, 1 tabicspoonful of sugar. 4 tablespoonfuls
of butler, 2 cups of flour with 1 teaspoonful
on losing part of its volume, loses also
The Spirit of the I.eadera.
cream tartar, \ teaspoonful of soda and a little
It ought to be known to Eudeavorers salt sifted together. These are very light and the figure. The foundation tint contribnice. Try them.
utes much to the beauty. It ought to
everywhere that on the recent trip in
Aoht Mart.
Best wishes to all.
be transparent, slightly milky and harthe interest of the World’s Union work
We are pleased to have you come again.
Dr. Clark and Mr. Shaw paid their own Aunt Mary. Our Kansas friend writes me monize fully with the different reflectraveling expenses. Every penny of she uses Aunt Mary’s recipe for brown tions of the opal, which, when it is really beautiful, presents a variety of hues
more than $7,000 which they raised for
bread.
Infinitely pleasing to the eye.—Jewelers*
the foreign work will go directly to the
The follow ing has an appetizing sound
Circular-Weekly.
for which

•hloct

does not

You may

our

Dear Friends:

an

ultra

black.

up.

safe to

be

daffodil, for your especial sumcolor, with it you can wear white,
cream, tan, brown, maize, pongee and

to

say that every man God made bolds
trace of good
fain exhibit to his fellows If he
would
That be
cou’d;
Tne kindly deeds In many a soul are hibernating
It’s

of

sort
can

mer

loving cup—

Say something good about him If you have

and at-

upon, say

out—

Some things th«t every oue of us should sn"w a
lot abouttV hen some one “knocks" a brother, pass around
the

economical, stylish

be

to

tractive.

First decide upon your color. If you are
one of those lucky girls who can wear
three or four colors, curb your desire this
season to show how equally well you look
in rose and daffodil and mauve, and decide

things. If

some

scheme—that is, of course, if ahe
To know how to sew reasonably
well, to have a moderate amount of information about cutting and fitting, and
to understand how to select colors that
suit the complexion, is to give a girl a
can *ew.

shoes and

never

suit their

to

expense,
herself of one partic-

color

chance

Thru

I hate muMOXDft. There la nothing 90
They are the
my spirits.
cntaeomlm of nature. One green hud of
spring, one willow catkin. one faint
thrill from a migrating sparrow, would
set the world on Its legs again. The life
that is In a single green weed is of
more worth than all this death. They
are dead nature collected by dead men.
1 know not whether I muse m >*t at the
bodies stuffed with cottPn and sawdust
or those stuffed w Itb bowels and flashy
fiber outside the case*.
Where Is the proper herbarium, the
true cabinet of shells and museum of
skeletons, hut In the meadow where the
flower bloomed, by the seaside where
the tide cast up the llsli, and on the
hills and in tli|? valleys where the I •east
laid down its life an 1 the skeleton of
the traveler reposes on the grass'; What
right have mortals to parade these
things mi their legs again, with their
wires, and. when heaven has decreed
that they shall return to dust again, to
return them to sawdust? Would you
have a dried specimen of a world or a
pickled one?
Embalming is a sin against heaven
and earth against heaven, who has
recalled the s ml and set free the servile
elements, and against the earth, which
Is thus robbed of ber dust. I have had
my right perceiving senses so disturbed
in these haunts as to mistake a veritable living man for a stuffed specimen
and surveyed him with dumb wonder
ns tlie strangest of the whole collection,
for the strangest is that which. Iwlng
in many particulars most like. Is in
some essential particular most unlike
Thoreau's Journal in Atlantic.

fad, and adopt it to her figure and

ular

tk*

weighs upon

she

fits

every chance

men at

if

fashionable in her all-one-color linen outthis season. A complete linen outfit

j

smile;

They criticise their fellow

this

ATTNABLK FANTON.

at very small

summer

Thorrna Catulonrd
CaUcomii* of

be very fashionable indeed

can

And the girl who is any
artistic amateur dressmaker

rat something good.
the foH»s you lUe the hast and watch
’em for a while;
never

girl

knows how to avail

out

They

A

U). <8. i. II.

HR HATED MI'SKI MS.

A NEW FAI) IN SUITS.
BY MARY

MADGE”.

“Helpful and Hopeful”

It» Motto;

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—The power of His resurrection
—Rom. vi. 3-13, Phil. 111. 10. (Kuster meet-

resurrccuoil

abbcrttannnu*.

fllntnal Benefit (Eolnmu.

ENDEAVOR.

\ft*»r

be

sure

to

bring

The little folks love Dr. Wood's Norway Pine
Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly harmless;
positive cure for coughs, colds, bronchitis,
asthma.—A<lvt.

fianking.

before

Is what your money will
Invested In shares of tbc

Ellsworth Loan
A
-9

now

ironing.
get the wide

It is most economical to
skirt

especially

if the

“model is to be
in every

metallic

vegetable'hue.

or

weave

of linen

can

hissed the villain

be found

suit,
in the

proud

answer

A

might

have been diffierent.”

Remedy for the Successful
Treatment of l»atn.
good Hutment kept in the house
will always come in handy.
Quite frequently
emergencies arise when a simple and safe remat
hand
will
relief
until the doctor
edy
give
comes, and very often It won’t even be necessary to call In a phyaicl&n.
Such a remedy is Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. This liniment has been doing good for
almost a hundred years. No other liniment
ever had such a long, thorough trial, or has
given such good results. Coughs, colds, croup,
cramp, colic, lameness, muscle soreness, and
pains and Inflammation In any part of the body
yield readily to It. Mothers need have no fear
of the ordinary diseases of children, even when
dangerous. If they keep a bottle of this old
houtehold remedy on hand.
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment is equally good
for internal as for external use. It Is sold by
all druggists, 25 cents and 50 cents a bottle.
A valuable book, "Treatment for Diseases
and Care of the Sickroom,” will be sent free of
charge, upon request, to to I. 8. Johnson A Co.,
Boston, Mass.—Advt.

aijMi&Ass’o

NEW

SERIES

open, Share*, 11 each; months
payment«, 11 per tnare.

Simple

For
*

Prudence
Rogers

Paints

the
farthest.
go

Therefore, it is a matter
of simple prudence to
them.

M«de by

Detroit White Lead V* oA*
Sold by

All Mil Paint Dsfc

particulars Inquire of

11ICMBT W. CUM!WAN, £©C*y.
First Nat'l Bank Bldg.
Kino. President.

flbbtrtigtmtnts,

Simple

A

are

smooth spreaders,
elegant to look at, and

use

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

play;

“hut mark my words, I will yet bring you
to the dust!” Had you brought the ‘dust’
to me,” replied the heroine, coldly, “my

If

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a ilrst mortgage and
reduce it every month. Monthly
and Interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you

shade, dark and light,

“You have scorned my

beauty,**

earn

WHY PAY RENT

used, and every

weight and
spring

this

circular

new

A Matter of

long-lived,
and they

in

the fire and
iron on the wrong side without having
found it necessary to sprinkle.
This simple old-fashioned method of
freshening a linen suit will insure its
color and original soft linen texture,
which is lost with (starch, and without,
for that matter, if it is sprinkled before

linens,

tUftritiscm ruts.

DefnlrnfIon.

No man will be found who does not
sometimes hope or fear beyond the limits of sober probability
Johnson.

The rinsing should be first in warm
borax water to further guard the color,
then in clear cold water.“
Never hang in the sun to dry; a windy,

shady spot is best, and
before quite dry. Clap

lb**

I
Junior Purine;
never
suspected
him at nil. Senior Partner Neither did
I. although it did seem a little singular
to me that he should be able to pay
$2,000 a year rent out of a salary of
$1,500. -New York Press.

bottle of

Neither Corned beef nor Roast Beef
but much more delicious than either

"

C. This delicate and delicious meat retains
all its juices, possessing the taste and savor
of fresh meat. G, it is a palatable prepared
luncheon just the thing for picnics and
—

COUNTY NEAv
Old Comrades Meet
O&untjt
*

Xe*rn

S.

ether

*00

KLt>8WORTH
**IMS LAW

(OrtCtnal.)
at

-prisoner

the har, hate you nny-

Bridgham Gordon|is having
paired.

jjmuld

uiy xaylu’ that when
committed here In Artin t’nha,"
| mis llgbttn’ the dugos
forward evl-U l,v did you not brlug
f that during the trial?"
-Well. Judge, the regiment 1 fou't
-n't recruited from these parts,
,-t o' my comrades left their
mi San Juan hill.
No, there
{ircli>
^niilihi In' no use tryln' (o prove a
fair trial.
You.
alibi. I've had a
made the persecutin' atjtute have
and the Jury has
,urm.} treat me right,
remitted me on the liest kind o' eircuiust-tniial evidence."
yhei. was something so honest apsoldier's maimer Ulut
peiiriiu i:1 tlte old
were visibly
judc". Jury and spectators
affected. One of the spectators isluisl
around to where the Judge sat and
wlilapcrivl something in Ills ear.
■•This Lcutlentun.” said the Judge to
tt,e prisoner, "says Uiat he was In Culm
<■ Spanish-Amertcan war. and
duriR

mind

srouldn't

was

his

housc|re-

Mrs. C. H. Abbott is in Portland tor
visit with Dr. E. G. Abbott and wife.

•oplic'.

)lie crime

1

a

Galvin Butler, of Machias, is the guest
of his parents, Talbut Butler and wife
School begins this morning with Miss
Badie Tracy, of Beeehland, Franklin, as
teacher.
William Warren and family have rented
Alonso Abbott's boarding-house for the
summer and moved in.
E. G. Hammond and wife, of Berkeley,

j Gal., arc once
j

more

I

out of it.

never

saw

him l>efore ia

my life."
"Von si*t there. Cap'll Josh Bingham,
a ml sa> you never saw me before in
Do you forget how when
your life!
we g
to the top o’ the hill a dil l w
dag » started to club you with the butt
of his ritle and how u man stepped in
ami. after receivin' the blow on hi?
shoulder" here the veteran tore open
his shirt and exposed a healed wound
‘nin his bayonet through the dago
I)o you mean to say you don’t remem
her that?"
"Yes. 1 do remember that, but you
wasn't the man that saved my life.
That man carried me off the Held a few
moments later when 1 was wouuded.
ami he g >t a Spanish bayonet in tils
forehead that left a wound like a Turk
Isb m-imiter.
I'd know that would
toy where.”
"W!.at was his name?” the prisoner
deii. ..(led, growing angrier and shout
Ing louder with every Word.
''Jim Hicks/*
The spectators started. The prisoner
had keen tried under that name.
"Jim Hicks; yes, that war him Jim
Bicks. aud that war me. You’d recog
Bize the scar
anywhere would ye,
rap'n? Well, what d’ye think o’ this?"
Be pushed usUle a lock of shockj|
b:dr and displayed a scar the exact
counterpart of a sclinlter. The captain
■

j

j

Uland, where they
boarding-house this

will

the quarry

run

season.

Herman Holbrook and wife, of Boston,
spending a few days here with Mr.
Holbrook's grnnd|jarenl.s, H. K. Holbrook

are

Hatch, of Wells Beach, is here to
gasolene boat built. Q. A. Tainter
will do the work as soon as he gets a
Mr.

How

Jim:

inn

it

lie.'

thirty-foot

launch finished.

Mrs. Michael Stinson fell down cellar
night last week and broke her leg.
She had blown out the light to go to bed,
one

and
as

opened

well

April

She is

the wrong door.
be expected.

another.

beautiful! Takes battlefields to
make them
friendships.”
A few hours
later a sheriff rode Into
10

an'l

place, described Captain Bingham

said that he wanted him for horse

It was then that
the Judge, the Juo*
?,ui tile spectators discovered that they
ud been sold
by two of the worst desperadoes, murderers aud horse thieves
111,1 *
disgraced Arizona.
J. ADOT.rH KAUNDEKS.

piemy

Spec.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
BKECHI.AND.

Tracey is teaching at South Bay.
Arthur Tracey was in Ellsworth Satur-

Sadia

day.
School
as

began Monday

Harry

w

ith

Springer

is

Patten

teacher.
Mrs.

Sarah

with

quality.
Apples, pk
Cranberries, qt

his home with them.

Q. W. New-

S. O. Butler is at work for

family expect

INDIAN POINT.
T. C. Higgins and wile and Charles Higgins and a friend, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday here.
Ethel L. Walls was
held at her home April 12 w ith impressive
services and many sad hearts.
The funeral of Miss

Kay Higgins and little daughter Grace,
Harbor, are spending a few weeks
with his parents, Frank L. Higgins and

of Bar
w’ife.

Capt. Leroy R. Walls, who was called
by the death of his daughter Ethel,
returned this morning to Portsmouth, N.
H., and S. N. Walls and wife, uncle and
aunt of Miss Ethel, of Everett, Mass.,
home

same

sad

errand, have

10 3 25
.08

EAST ORLAND.
Miss Ora Ames is ill with

rheumatic

fever.

Elias Bowden,
Vary ill
with blood-poisoning, is improving.

George Partridge

is

has

been

building

an

exten-

sion to his cottage.
Henry Dunbar is progressing rapidly
the Patterson cottage. He
plete it in a few weeks.

hopes

to

17.

M.
______

Woman’s inhumanity to
divorce

lawyer happy.

me

Lemons do*

dory

if you want to

I’ll

lend you

row over.

Let the boastful mail have his own
He won’t listen to you anyway.
The only way to tell a love story, after all. is in kindness and good cooking.
It Is too late to congratulate some
people after they have been married as
long as a week.
A
great many people have consciences that would require an alarm
clock to wake up.
Artificial roses never appear to so
poor an advantage us when they bloom
on a girl’s cheeks.
Come to think of it. if you hate any
one don’t you hate his laugh more than
anything else about him?
A pessimist Is one who sees the time
ahead when he will break with a friend
and therefore tells the friend nothing.
An optimist sees only eternal friendship and tells the friend all.—Atchison
Globe.

354.H15 328

Rice, per 4
.064-0?
.164.25 Pickles, per gal .45 *.#16
35 Olives, bottle
.254.75
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Twt— per 4—
Pure cider,
.a,
■454-65 Cracked wheat,
.05
.304 05 Oatmeal, per 4
.04
Oolong,
.20
Sugar—per 4—
Buckwheat, pkg
Granulated,
.04
Graham,
Coflee—A A B. .ufl> liye meal,
.04
Tel low, C
.05 Granulated meal,4 02*
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
ed.
Linseed,
.654 70
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.5b
12
Kerosene,
.60
Syrup.
Lamber and Building Materials.
Sul
1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
Hemlock,
135
13fl4 Hemlock.
Hemlock boards, IS gli Clapboards—per U—
16 420
Kxtra spruce,
Spruce,
24425
20f25 Spruce, No. 1, 20440
Spruce door,
Pine,
20gf0 Clear pine,
254<k
Matched pine,
50
20425 Kxtra pine,
M
Laths—per M
Shingles—per
3 25
2.50
Cellar, extra
Spruce,
2 75
2 00
Hemlock,
M
2d clear,
2 25 Nalls, per 4
.044.06
14
extra oue,
1 HO Cement, per cask
l 50
**
1 25 Lime, per cask
No. k,
95
**
.76 Brick, per M
scoots.
7 311
White lead, pr4 .054.06
_

Rio,
Mocha,

—

druggists.

Firm l.ffr limtiranre Policy.
He learned to Sins;.
The first life insurance policy of
A professor|at ths head of .the departwhich t!u» petal's are on record resulted | ment of music, in one of our colleges,
William Cybbons insur- asked a young man not long ago, ai a rein a lawsuit.
ed himself '»n June l.~. 1."'33. for £383
hearsal, in which the whole college took
against dying In twelve month*.. Me pari, why he did not join in the singing.
“I cannot
did die on May 13 of die next year, and
sing,” the young man
the disgusted underwriters (the com- answered: “I have no voice.”
pany of those days) contested payment
“Shout, then,” replied the professor;
on the plea that he had lived twelve
‘bnake a noise with the others, for we
need it.”
months of twenty-eight days each.—
—World’s Work.
“I was studying once, in Berlin,” he

continued,
Dctermlnntlon.

"Our Willie shows great determination.” said the boy’s mother.
“Yes?" queried the proud papa.
“Yes. He spent the whole day making soap bubbles and trying to pin one
to the wall.”—Philadelphia Ledger.
The

“Mere knowledge,” *aid the practical
little value.” “That’s right,’
rejoined the other patron of the freelunch counter. “I know exactly what I
want, but I haven’t got the price.”
man, “is of

A Guaranteed Cure Tor Flies.
Itching, Wind, Weeding or Protruding Piles.
OruKKltTH refund money If PAZO OINTMKNT
falls to cure any chhc, no matter of how long
Htnndlng, in 6 to 11 days. Flr«t a indication gives
ease anil rest. SUc. If your drugulat hasn't It
»• nd
.V>c In ftiamp-4 and It will he forwarded
postpaid l>y Parle Medicine Co.. 8t l.oula Mo.

—

.05308

Steak,

20

10414

Tongues, each

Western lamb,

to the

students,

“and

we wera

drilled in some of the great oratorio
choruses every noon by Herr H—, one of
the finest directors in the world. I had
never sung a note in
my life, and refrained
from taking part because I was afraid of
putting the others out of pitch.
“After three rehearsals ne came to me.
saying: ‘Young man, why do you not

sing?’

‘On,’ I replied, ‘I cannot sing a note,
and should only put the others out.’
‘Bah!’ returned the great man, ‘in tha
chorus your voice will be grand. I have
missed it already and shall look for yon at
the next rehearsal.’
“So, you see,” he said, “that when wa
work together, every one counts, and the
man who does not take part is either overmodest or lazy, both very bad faults.”

A Confix Poem.
is a perfect poem,

isn’t It,
John?”
“It ought to be. I paid more for it
than Bryant got for Thauutopsis.”*—
Houston Post.

“My but

atJbtrtiwnunta.

BIOWD’StSw

Myer—Did I understand you to say that
I)r. Squills is a self-made man? Oyer
Yes; he inherited a fortune from a wealthy
patient.
She—I wonder why so few men are
regular church-goers? He-1 don’t know,

—

it is because there is
hibiting it.
unless

no

Stops

law pro-

PAIN

“What is the secret of your success?”
asked the very young man. “In buying,”
said the old horse dealer, “I look sharp,

At

once

in acute attacks of in*

can.”

digestion and bowel troubles,
cuts, burns, sprains, bruises,
insect bites, chilblains, etc.

“For a moment,” he related, “I held my
breath—” “My!” she interrupted, ad-

11 s the best household remedy
in the world. 25c. All dealers.
Warranted to cure.

and in

selling

I look

just

as

ignorant

miringly, “how strong you must be!”
edged away, blushed and felt in his
pocket for a clove.

Provisions.

Tripe,

Horae Dealer.

“What Is the secret of your success?"
■sked the young man.
"In buying." said the old horse dealer, “I look sharp, and In selling I look
Just as ignorant as I can.”—Chicago
N'ews.

as

I

He
vest

Norway

Medicine

Co., Norway, Mo.

astjerti*rment2.

Beef and pork ha<e taken a decided advance
this week, going up
per hundred
B jef, 4
Pork, 4.
16
Steak,
.184-20
Steak, 4
.15 #.25
16
Roast?,
.08 0 14
Pigs’ feet,
Corned,
Is
Ham. per 4
Tongues,
164.2b
Veal:

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,^
Boston, Mass.

for them to come over till
Not wishing to leave them to

way.

>354.45

co nee—per 4

Shoulder,

It
It
10 312

Salt

Lard,

05

12A25

Fresh Huh.
are In good supply,

Fresh fish
main the same.

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters,
Finnan Haddle
Shrimp, qt

06 Clams, qt
ok
Bliietish,
I63IS Smelts 4
50
Scallops, qt
12 Shad,
30

W ood—per cord

5 00 46 50
Dry hard,
3 00 4 5 00
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
1 0041 25
5.00
Buttings, hard

91
12 $14
3f

£j35

man

Coal—per

ton—

Broken,

7 50

Stove,
Rgg,
Nut,

7 50
7 50
7 50
7 0t

Blacksmith's
Flour, Grain anil Feed.
4S
Oats, bu
5 75§7 50 Shorts—bag— 1.25§1 4(
1 2u Mixed teed, bar,
Corn, 1004 bag
1 358! 40
Corn meal,bag
120 Middlings.bag 1 454I 55
1 55
1 20 Cotton seed meal,
Cracked corn,
Gluten meal,
1 50

Flour—per bbl—

makes

the

Blah op’* Conundrum.

The bishop of LlandatT Is fond of
the concoction of conundrums, with
which, when a country parson in Pembrokeshire, he loved to bewilder the
The story
grave historian Thirl wall.
goes that not long ago Bishop Lewis
concluded a clerical meeting by asking
his flock, “If It takes your bishop a
week to eat a ham, how long would it
take him to eat a hammer?” aud made
h!s
a diplomatic departure to catch
train.
When the company had given
up the problem they wired to Llandnff
for the solution and received the mad
deniug reply. “I don’t know; I’ve never tried.’*—London Globe.
Soopfl of

LIvinK.

back to nature
together every year and consider the
flowers and the birds and confess our
faults and our mistakes under the silent stars and hear the river murmur
ing In absolution we shall die young,
even though we live long, and we shall
have a treasure of memories which
will be like the twin flower, a double
blossom on a single stem, and carry
with us into the unseen word some
thing which will make It worth while
to be immortal.—Henry Van Dyke.
If

we can

only

An

Chicago, every day, March i to May 15, 1905,(0 San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Sacramento and many other points in
Rate for double
Tickets good in tourist sleeping cars.
California.
Santa
Los
San
to
Barbara, Sacramento
Francisco,
berth, Chicago
Angeles,
and many other points in California, $7. Through train service from
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, via the
From

\

Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul
AND

Union Pacific-Southern Pacific Line
If you are thinking of such
it at least expense.

come

Handsome book

descriptive

a

trip,

this is your

of California

F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent,
1245 Railway Exchange,

sent

or,

opportunity

to

make

for six cents’ postage.
W. S. HOWELL,
General Eastern Agent,
381 Broadway,
NEW

CHICAGO.

YORK CITY.

Overdone.

“Is It true,” asked Mr. Quizo, “that
your husband ordered Dr. Smoother
out of the house?”
Poor Jack had been carrying
“Yes.
the baby all night and every night for
a week and was run down to a thread.
I called the doctor, and he told Jack
that he must take exercise.”

on

com-

Alainoosook grange held an interesting
meeting Saturday evening. There were
visitors from Highland, Narramissic and
Harvest Home granges.

April

Oranges, do*
Strawberries,

H.

17.__

who

siuir now in

Oroosrlea,

A

called here on the
also returned.

green

a hearty meal prevents fermentation and aids digestion.
26c a bottle at druggists, or
postpaid on receipt of

Mrs.

Evelyn, the three-year-old daughter of
N. R. Collar, is very ill.
Mrs. 8. K. Jordan visited her sister,
Mrs. Everett Tracey, Sunday.
Delbert Jellison has moved to the Henry
Whitaker place. Mr. Whitaker w ill make

man, of Bar Harbor. His
to move there next month.

my

market. Prices vary much from week to week*
Lettuce Is higher; cucumbers lower. We quote
Potatoes bu
60
55450 Turnips, bu
Lettuce,
13315 Beets, bu
25 Cab base.
Spinach, pk
Dandelion greens,pk 35 Carrots, bu
ft,
15 Beans—per qt—
String beans,
05
Radish,
12gl5
Yellow-eye
4
<8
Khubard,
10
Pea.
05
Cucumbers,
Prnlt.
Strawberries are plentiful
Prices vary with

Philena Scammon.

April

oi

After

It for dor* throat, hoarseDean and cough*. For external and Internal use.
25c and ROo at

Try

way

Vegetables.
is

*The Bent Liver PUU Made"

Fuel.

17.

you

J^'hed
w>

doing

no

frsonfils

LINIMENT

Unfortunately there
connecting with it,

I’ll tell you what I will do.

8011
18

as can

>o—yes.

Lave changed, Jim! That
campaign has told on us both. Your
old comrade.”
W hil** he was
speaking lie was edglug around to where the prisoner stood.
•aJ, iirst grasping bis ham), he after
"ard took him in his arms. The spec
tutors, having witnessed this dialogue.
on which a
human life hung, no sooner
841 w the
denouement than they set up
a about
that made the log courthouse
rSnK The judge rapped for order.
Purged the Jury to retire to reconsider
their verdict and to
bring In one in accordance with the new evidence. This
th»\v did, pronouncing the prisoner not
Sthlty. Jim Hicks and his ‘‘vet’* com*
Puuion left the courtroom
together aud
uuuntered toward the outskirts of the
•cttleraent, their arms around each
°ther s neck, followed
by the good
wishes of every settler. When they
a i»oint where two horses were
itched they mounted and rode away.
N>mepln beautiful In that friend*ll>. remarked one of the observers

Baled.b

straw.

Coo sc
Bated.

Boothbay

a hotel, the resorter
applied to a neighboring native for aid.
“Captain Hiram,” he said, “can I get
you to go over to Bath, Bunday evening,
with your launch, to meet some friends
and bring them over?”
Captain Hiram reflected. He wanted to
oblige, but he hated to go.
“Well, now, Mr. Barton,” he said at
last, “I tell you how it is. You come to
git over there to upper Hurl-Get, and
they’s some conaid’able of a tide makes up
through there, come to git it a-headin’
you. I ain’t only got seven horse-power
in my lanch, and I dunno as she’d
really
go up against that. I don’t really believe
I’d care to try to go through upper HurlGet w'ith only jest seven horse-power. But

12314

ton.

evening.

small steamer

Monday.

fowl.16020

Hay.
Best loose, per

the

the tender mercies of

are

Eggs hold the rise of last week, but are In
better supply. The price Is about the same.
Fresh laid, per dox.
18
Poultry.
The supply of poultry Is better than last week,
but prices remain unchauged.
Chickens.22 $28

a

Mae.
■

!

and wife.

have

was no

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per Ik...16018
Best dairy (new).
18
Dutch (Imported)......
90
Ncufchaicl.
05

Gordon.
I dened

Path in the

Costiveness
oonstipatlon, biliousness and
bowel troubles are cured by

JOHNSON’S

last summer that some friends would be down on
the Sunday boat from Boston, reaching

and

supply, and prices

Catarrh
infiuenift and kindred affaction? of the bronchial
tuben yield readily to

Anodyne
near

end of the route received word

Creamery per Ik.28 gto
Dairy.22#27

located at Etna Center

started.
”1

Butter Is In better

they anticipate remaining permaMrs. Hammond was Maria J.
gently.

j

Gate passage'’.
A “resorter” living

Cntintry Produce.

Butter.

where

The community was shocked and sadlast Monday when word reached
I here of the death of Harry Taylor
Cummings. With his bride of a few
j weeks, he went to Newburyport for the
winter. A few weeks ago he was stricken
[ with insanity which resulted in his
I death. Harry was one of our best boys,
and one we could ill afford to lose, lie
1 was buried with masonic honors.
He was
: also a
member of the Foresters, of the
•
grange and of the order of the Eastern
perhaps you might prove your case by Star. Flowers were in profusion, testifyI ing to the esteem in which the young man
biui.’
-Don't remember ever to have seen i was held. The sincerest sympathy of all
the gentleman." remarked the prisoner, ! are with the widow, a bride of only a few
scrutinizing Uie person referred to sus- months, the widowed mother, sisters and
brother.
piciously.
M.
•You say," said the tuau, “that you
April 17.
were at Sun Juan bill?"
FRANKLIN.
"1 was."
John W. Rlalsdell commenced hawing at
“\S Hut regimem
hi* mill this week.
th New York/’
“The
MIt'» plain you're lyin’, since no such
Mima Mintie Blaisdell, of Bar Harbor,
waa in town Monday.
regiment went up the hill/*
“Reckon there wasn’t, hut there was
Miss Bessie Haycock, of Cherryfleid,
a man as got separate.! from that mg!
was the guest of relatives here a few days
moot an.I fell in with the —th Ullnol.i. last week.
the company on the right eml o* the
Rev. C. E. Petersen attends conference
line, and the feller thut fell in was
at Bangor this week. Mrs. Petersen will
myself."
for a day.
“Why, you cussed liar, I commanded go up
Mrs. I* Tyler Bunker, her little son
the company ou the extreme right of
Paul, and Miss Clara I<eavitt spent a few
the -th Illinois myself."
You're days in Bangor last week.
“You didn’t—no *i<;h tiling.
Misa Clara Dunn, who spent Sunday
playin’ some game on ine. tiot some
grudge to send an Innocent man to the with her {wrents, Joseph E. Dunn and
wife, returned to Millinocket Monday.
hangman."
I ought to know,** said the other In- She was accompanied home by Miss Ruth
dignantly.
Marden, of Millinocket.
“I tell you,** roared the condemned
The primary school in district No. 2
man. “Cap’u Josh Bingham command- commenced
Monday, M iss Flora Stratton
ed that company."
teacher. It is hoped the grammar grade
“And 1 tell you,” retorted the other will
open next week when the high school
augrily, 'I'm t'np’n Josh Bingham."
will again occupy the lower room in town
lifted
his
overthis
the
At
captain
hall.
shadowitig sombrero to mop his brow,
B.
April 17.
the
scrutinized
him.
ami
prisoner
“(Ireat Sr«»tt, cap’n, how you have
SWAN’S ISLAND.
changed!" he saUl at last. I'd never
Mr. Dutton was here last week, en route
ha' knowetl ye/'
for New York.
But the other would not admit the
Fred Hagen and wife have gone to Black

acquaintance.
“Judge," he said, "this man hns un
doubtedly got hold of my army record
ami is rmleacoring to make something

bushel of Liverpool Balt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt snail
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushoi of -.'otatoes
In good order and tit for shipping, Is (Hi pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds
rhe standard weight of a bushel of oeansln
good order and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds
Of wheat, boots, ruta baga turnips and peas,60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; or parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley anu buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats.
12 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
Ires quoted below are »hc retail pftoM
at KllswortU.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what tbev are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.

Mrs. Hattie Wooster is visiting in West
Oou Ids boro and Winter Harbor.

that these lion'•Well. judge, seelnhas brought uic
gentlemen
twelve
,1,1,.
be highly disres|iec'j-niity, It would
to say nny thing ag'ln their
fUl for me
mobile
Howsoever,
they

WEIGHTS ADD HSASCSSS.

111*RDINQ

ibbrUiotnunt*

Horse-Power Vermis Man-Power.

Easterly from Bath among the coast islands, runs a crooked and intricate channel, through which ply small steamers carrying freight and passengers as far as
Booth bay Harbor. There are many bays
and narrows along the
way, and the confused tides beget unruly currents which
have given the channel the name cf “Hell

A

NOHTH SULLIVAN.

why the sentence of death
Hire to «ny
not I- |.w«l upon you?”

NARKRT8.

WRDKWDAT, April 19, 1905.

pays#

Complete information will be sent free on receipt of
this coupon with blank lines filled. Coupon should
be mailed to-day.

The Knlher'i Idea.

Johnny—Paw. what’s the rest of that
quotation beginning,“Truth Is mighty?”
Father -“Scarce.” I reckon.—Pittsburg

To Care

Post.

uAh, doctor,” said the melancholy invalid, MI*U never And relief until Pm in my
grave.’* “Oh, well, don’t worry,” replied
the M. D. “I’m doing the best I can for
you.”

Take

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Day

Tablets.
Quinine
£
^ (VI//
illis

Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.

signature,

££X
every
l)OX. 25c.

legal ITotiew.
Miller, deaconess for three
NOTIC K or FORECLOSURE.
years; Mrs. George R. Hagerthy, for two
II^HEREAS DeOrasse Fo* of the town of
years; Mrs. John Harriman, for one year;
» \
F.den, County of Hancock and State of
Charles Gilley, assistant treasurer; J. A. Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the fifth
of October A. D. 1894, and recorded in the
day
Rodtek, A. E. Conners, Henry A. Brown, Registry of Deeds for said county of Hancock,
William Clark, and Charles Gilley, trus- in ltook 283. Page fcft, conveyed to Ellen Enileu
Phillips of the city of Philadelphia. State of
crow
as
the
from
miles away
Atlantic,
tees; B. E. Clark, superintendent of the Pennsylvania, premises described in said
as follows:
flies, and yet a letter written in one Sunday school. It was voted that the mortgage
of land situated in
A certain lot or
parcel
must travel 266 miles to reach the property held by the trustees should be that part of the said
town of Eden, known as
Bar Harbor, bounded and described as folother, and it will take two days to conveyed to the corporation.
lows. to wit:

A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
EVERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELL8WORTH, MAINE.
BY THK

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.

•abacnption Price—#2 00 a year; $1-00 for

ards and George Guptill, deacons; Mrs.

must take the long circuitous route to
Rockland by boat, and thence by rail.
Under present conditions it takes a
letter two days to go from Atlantic to
any of the landings along the route.
McKinley, for instance, is but six

Stye (Ellstuoill) American

*1

Frances

months; SO cent* for three months; If pal t
•triotly In advance, f 50, 75 and JW com
respectively All arrearages are reckoned a t
•he rate of $2 per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and wl
be made known on application.

do it.
Secretary R. A. Jordan, of the Bangor
A peti.ion signed by representative
Y. M. C. A., addressed a large audience at
citizens at every landing on the route the men’s
meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
and another Bigned by Ellsworth’s rooms Sunday afternoon. The local lodge
leading citizens, have already been of Masons was specially invited to attend,
Business communication* should be addresse j
forwarded to Washington asking for and about seventy-live were present, belo, and all money orders made payable to Tii
Klh
Babcock coithty pi blishino co.,
the establishment of a new mail route. sides many others. Mr. Jordan's address
worth Maine.
That our bnsiness men are alive to was very interesting. The same afternoon
Mr. Jordan addressed a large meeting at
the opportunities for trade offered by
the Y. W. C. A.
this line is evident from the fact that
already arrangements have been made
(juite a crowd w itnessed the ball game
for a series of excursions from points on the Grand Central lot Saturday afterdown the bay to this city. The first noon between the Y. M. C. A. team and a
will be made to-morrow from Swan’s picked team. The Y. M. C. A. team was
made
mostly of members of th*» high
Island, and if this proves successful it school,upand
they played a good game as is
will be followed by others.
evidenced by the score which stood 25 to
10
in
their
favor.
for the business men of
The

Beginning at the corner of Mount Desert
and Keho Streets, Bar Harbor; thence Southerly following said Kebo street eight rods to
the North West corner of laud formerly of
Oeorge Hardy now of said DeGras*e rox;
thence Easterly nt right angles but following
Northerly line of said land of Deiirasse Fox
five rods to Western line of land of Bcu).imin
Kittredge; thence Northerly but following

said Western line of land of Kittredge eight

i riwis to said Mount Desert Street; thence
| Westerly hut following said Mount De-crt
! street W esterly five rods to the place of negin-

j

i

thing

Ellsworth to do is to take hold all
A book sociable was held at the Y. M. C.
together and by every meanB possible A. Saturday evening, and wan well atassist in sustaining this line; it’s good tended. Each
guest was furnished w it a
sense ; it’s good business ; it’s public
pencil and naper and requested to guess
titles of books from a display on the
spirit; it’s not the biggest enterprise the
wall. Those
entered into the spirit
in the world, but it is big enough to of the contestpresent
and a pleasant evening was
the
command the attention and
respect spent. Miss Hutchinson was the most
successful guesser, and received a book as
little
of all.
MOON’S PHASES.
wMww
W First
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This week’s edition of The
American is 2,400 copies.

Average for the year of 1904,

WEDNESDAY,

2,435

APRIL 19, 1905.

The Outlook for the Dam.

While absolutely definite information

regarding

the building of the big

Eltsworth

dam at

the indications all

cannot

point

be

A gentleman of high

standing
judgment, and

of keen business

financially

sun

and
also

interested in the project,

stated to The American to
the dam is as

sure

further,
actually begin

that

day

to be built

is to rise to-morrow

went

a new

Harbor in the employ of Doe A
and
has
managed their store
the winter when the proprietors
have been at Palm Beach where they carry

OlulinfDd f«*r Catarrh that
Contain Mercury.
an mercury w1»l surely destroy the aensc of
smell and completely derar.ge the whole system
when entering It through the m cous surfaces
Such articles should never be used except on
prescriptions from reputable physicians, as
the damage they will do Is ten fold to the good
you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Ca
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. .1. Cheney A
Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and Is
taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the sy*tem
lr buying Hall’s Catarrh C»re be sure you get the
It Is taken Internally and made In
genuine
Toledo. Otdo, by F. J. Cheney A Co
Testl
menials fr»e.
Sold hr Druggists. Price, 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall’s Family Pills f »r constipation.
Hcwirf

corxTY gossip.
A Brooks ville hen boarded the mail
stage one day last week, and took a ride of
about an eighth of a mile. She got busy
during the ride and when the driver unloaded his mail sacks he found an egg
which his feathered passenger had laid.

Surry

is

the

Hancock

latest

county

town to be favored

morning.

He

ery route. It will be started about
15, and will run from Surry over

a

rural free deliv-

road, thence west

North Bend

Orland,

with

thence back to

drug-store.

May

the
towards

of

Surry.

Jar Salt.

The address of Mr. Halman at last

Wednesday’s meeting

of

the

FROM

city

BAR

HARBOR.

BUG3Y

Road

wagon, single*seated
raking machine, 2-horse

TOP huckboard,
machine.

—

H. Judson Fox, 81 Eden
government, in which he asked if the Com. Peary Lectures—Church Incor- mowing
St., Bar Harbor, Me.
Late Locals.
porated—
would
do
certain
in
the
city
Crockett cottage at inthings
Bab Harbor, April 18 (special)—One of
tention Cove.
Inquire of Ralpr H.
event the dam is built is significant;
the largest audiences which ever attended CaccxBTT, Rockland, Me.
^
even more bo is the action taken by
a lecture at Bar Harbor taxed the seating
cheap—My make, almost
MAI500SAIL—Dog
yards No. 1 Woodbury duck, cost
the board, assuring him that in that capacity of the Casino Thursday evening ♦ 219 cash. Size of mil: Hoist 47-4, foot 5?-3,
head 28-8. Only run three trips on vessel to
to listen to Commander Robert E. Peary,
New York, lime coasting,
Wm. Farrow,
event the board would do as be rethe famous Arctic explorer. Com. Peary Rockland, Me.
told in an interesting and entertaining
quested.
to change of location, I offer for sale at a bargain, all
Orders have been given to an Ells- manner of his previous attempt to reach MERCHANDISE—Owing
stock of goods of general merchandise,
the north pole, and explained his plans, my
located in Lamoine Orange Store, situated in
worth attorney to proceed with the
W. F.
with his reasons for his hopdS of success,
Lamoiue; also rent of Bald store.
looking up of titles to land that will for the expedition which is to be under- UctchING8. Lamoine. Me.
have to be purchased because of the taken in the coming July.
Zo Urt.
The lecture was finely illustrated with
flowage, and this work is now in Btereopticon views which gave the large
Parody house on Beal Ave.;
all modern improvements. Inquire of
progress.
audience a great deal of pleasure. Com. HOUSE—The
J. W. CocoHLts. barber. Ellsworth.
It is a fact that the bonds can be Peary was introduced by E. N. Benson,
who had the honor of being one of the few
placed at a satisfactory price the outside the members of the crew to be
$clp uHantrt.

COTTAGE—The

moment the

purchasers can oe

assured

launched

on

the Roosevelt.

on

them can be met,

that the scheme is about

The lecture

Singer power machines.

was

On

arrange League
season, tfte Director* are

A
was

of

New .Steamboat Line.

were

encountered at

every

landing.

a

meeting of the Congregational parish
held Friday evening for the purpose

incorporating

the church.

There

I

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuuiculocns Park. J
to life end property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, snd the unite*' States of America.
Mary C. Frkts Austin.
not

trespass
DO demand
protection

NOTICK.
FORBID all persona harboring or trusting
my wife, LiUUn M. Gray, on my account,
I shall pay no bills of her contracting on
my account after this date.
Joseph B. Gray.
Bluehill. Me.. Aprils, 1905.

I

as

iUgai Noting.
1

and

SURGEON.

These overtures for closer business
MANNING BLOCK.
and social relations ought to be, and OFFICES,
Residence, No. 9 Hancock St.
we feel certain will be, heartily reTELEPHONE.
sponded to at this end of the line, and
if they are muoh
result.

good

is

bound to

DR.

L- L-

subscriber

been
THEshede has
bonis
LARRABEE, tratrix
late of

Dentist.

Especially pleased were the people
of Hwan’s Island at the prospect of Office: Room 8. First National Bank Building,
formerly occupied by Ellsworth Dental
better mail facilities being established.
Parlors. Telephone 57-6.
Now everything intended for the east
MAINE.
ELLSWORTH,

mu

!

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE
W^HKREAS Jonathan Dow, late of Blue?V
hill, Hancock County. Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated October 24, A. D. 1889,
and recorded in Hancock County Registry of
Deeds in book 238, page 512, conveyed to the
Trustees of Bluehill Academy, a corporation
existing by law at said Bluehill, a certain parcel or lot of land situated in said Bluehill.
bounded and described as follows, viz.:—Beginning at the highway on Bluehill Neck by
north line of land formerly owned by William
L, Candage, and now owned by Ben. E. Sylvester; thence westerly by said line twentythree rods; thence northerly fourteen to stake
and stones; thence easterly twenty-three
rods to the
highway; thence southerly
by said highway fourteen rods to first mentioned bound, containing two acres, more or
less.
And whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken, now therefore by
reason of the breach of the conditions aforesaid said corporation claims a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Thustbks op Bluehill Academy,
By Edward E. Chase, Treasurer.
Bluehill, April 19, a. d. 1906.

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

non of the estate of Abbie
L.
Carter,
Orland, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law
directs. All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Estelle C. Mason.
April 4,1906.

Sresent

money-spending

when the article

result

have tried and tested

are

our

business methods

firm friends of this store.

Many

more

Our Cloak
s

Department.

The active sale of Tailor.
made Suits will be increased
when you know of the stylish
lot of fresh arrivals. Prices
will particularly please you.

Wy

have Ladies' and Misses’

# 7.30
Walking Skirts 2.30

Suits from

to #20 /

lO f

to

Press Skirts,
3 to
Ladies' and Misses'

Coats,

ft to

llain Coats,

ft to

Petticoats,

1 to

ft

ft to

lO

Silk
Silk

Petticoats,
#3
Waists,

Wash Waists.

1 ft

to #7.30

3.30

1 to

DRESS GOODS and SILKS.
An enormous assortment and all the new weaves. Particular attention is
called to the new w.ave— the Panama ('loth-at 75c and
f|t 1, and Mohairs
from ftOc to 1(11.50 per yard.

CARPET SEASON OPENS.
Carpet buying has begun in earnest. This store stands ready to
ligure on any sort of floor-covering for any amount of space. The best service
is at your disposal, and the fullest and most
complete line to choose from. We
offer specially good trades in
The

MATTINGS, FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.
LINOLEUMS, RUGS, ART SQUARES, AND NOVELTIES

IN

WOOL CARPETING.

j
j

A true

copy.

Benj. Strong.

Secretary.

as
I, the undersigned,
Secretary of the
aforesaid United states Sicurity Company, do
hereby certify that the foregoing re-oluliou
was duly adopted at a
Special Meetli g of the
Directors and Stockholders, duly called and
duly held on the 5lh day of April. 1905. at
which there were presen- Mr. Morris K Jesup
and Mr. Btnjtmin Strong; that they constituted a quorum, aud that the aforesaid resolu-

I

t

on

was,

at

adopted.

sued

meeting,

unanimously

In wi'.uess whereof I have hereunto

set

ray

i hand and affixed the seal of the said United
l States Security Company this 16th day of
Benj. Strong. Secretary.
April. 1905.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
/
Albert P. Harvey, or Deer Isle,
in Hancock county, by his mortgage
deed dated -tugust 8, 1904, and recorded in
ook 408. page
Hauc' ck registry of deeds in
633. conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situated in Deer
isle aforesaid and bounded as follows, to wit:
Southwesterly by the salt water; northwesterly by land of the late George W. Bray;
northeasterly by land formerly of Peter
Powers ana southeasterly by land of the late
Solomon Gray, containing fifteen seres, more
or less, reserving a
right of way across said
lot on foot and with teams from the Point lot*
to the Webb lot, being the same
premises
conveyed to Albert P. Harvey b, Joseph H
Harvey et als., by deed dated April 6, 1902,
recorded in sai registry in book 398, page 54;
and whereas the condition of said mortguge
has been broken, now tnerefore,
by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosute of said mortgage.
ALEXANDER C. HaOKRTHY.
April 14, 1906.

WHEREAS

CO.HMISfeIONk.RS’

NOTICE.

HEREBY release to my minor son. Percy
Thoraeu. his time duiiog the remainder
of his minority.
I shall claim none of his
earnings nor pay any bills of hit contracting
after this date.
S. C. Thorbkm.
Hancock Me March 25. 1905.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

E. Benson Stani.ry,
rouuty President.

American.

was a

The initial trip of the Percy V., large attendance and it was voted unanimously to incorporate. As required by
Oapt. A. E. Smith, over the steamboat the
statutes, it was first necessary to elect
line between Ellsworth and Atlantic
a clerk, treasurer and business committee,
on Swan’s Island was made last Wed- and
these were elected as follows: Charles
nesday. She had on board a party of Gilley, clerk; E. B. Wears, treasurer; WilEllsworth business men who made the liam Clark, Ansel B. Leland, Henry A.
trip for the purpose of looking over Brown, and Henian L. Richards, business
the grounds, of interviewing repre- committee.
A code of by-laws and a form for adsentative business men at the various
mission to
were then adopted.
landings as to the outlook for business The other membership
officers chosen were:
Rev.
not only for the line but also between
Angus M. MacDonald, pastor; William
and
of
themthemselves,
satisfying
(.lark, Ansel B. Leland, Henian L. Riehselves, so far as possible, of the pracA cldHlcss home Is a cheerier home. Jh«ticability of the scheme.
Instinct exists In every w-man, and
In another column may be found a maternal
when It Id u" grail fid she U deprived o» much
the happiness of life. It often happens that
report of the social side of the trip, of
child’essnt-s U due to wme cause which can be
but underneath it all was the serious r**movid, and often 1*» removed by the un«''of
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
The vigor
of
purpose
getting into closer touch and vitality which thisPrescription
remedy Imparts to the
with sections of Hancock county that delicate womanly organa pu*s them In a cor
ditlon of normal health, the lac* of which
have heretofore in their business rela- Is often the sole obstruction to maternity
tions been closer to cities west of us, Every woman should read Dr. Pierce's Common
Sense Medical Advise-, a book containing 1.008
like Rockland and Belfast, than with pages and 100 illustrations. It Is sent entirely
free on receipt f mumps to
expense ol
Ellsworth, the county’s shire town. mailing only Send 21 one cent pay
stamps lor the
The possibilities that are likely to re- paper nouud volume, or 31 stamps for cloth
V.
covered.
Address Dr. R.
Pietce, 06J Main
sult from this contact seem likely to Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
be large. The establishment of the
$toftagtcnai Carts.
line is hailed with delight all along the
route, and assurances of substantial

support

coming
requested to appoint
meeting—time and place to be announced
this
the
columns
of
paper—ElUworth
through

to be con-

summated.

a

HVrrai,

* bin* and overalls
Can give Vampers
especially interesting to STITCHERS—On
good work on snirts. Steady work and good
Bar Harbor people, as Capt. Dix, who built
for all applying.
Foster-Estabrooks
and we are told on high authority
ompany. Belfast. Me.
the Roosevelt, is a native of Mt. Desert
that a contract is drawn and perhaps Island, and Morris K.
Steady work for good men
Jesup, the New
in growing town 20 miles opt of New
CiRPESTER'j—
by this time signed that will assure York millionaire, who is largely responsi- York. Wages tA a«n #0.25 per day. ft hours.
For ptticular* addiess P. O. Box 482. Ellsble for the financial backing of the exthe needed income.
worth
•
plorer, has a cottage at Bar Harbor and
At all events the outlook is very has visited this resort annually fof many
|
I'Toticts.
Special
bright; those in a position to know years.
The audience was delighted with the
NOTICE.
what they are talking about assure us
To r*irei‘lort Hancock Co. Suffrage Lcngua
lecture, and greatly impressed by the
that they have the utmost confidence earnestness and force of the speaker.
account of unfinished business, and to
work for the

that the interest

as

rtbonO) secretary ana Treasurer.
New York, April fifth, 19 5.
At a meeting of the United States Security,
held this day at 197 Madison Avenue, there
Mr. Jcsup in the Chair, and
were present:
Mr. Strong. Secretary ana Treasurer.
1Chereat. The United States Security Company had recently acquired the first and second mortgages
upon a cottage called "Corners Meet", at Bar Harbor. Maine, and as
there was a default in the interest since the
death of the late owner, DeGrasse Fox. the
first mortgage has been placed in the hands
of Faisons, Ciossou and Mcllvame lor loreIn order to carry this out, it is
necessary that The Company take action
upon the advice of Counsel, and the following
preamble and resolution have been adopted.
HTierea*. There ba* been assigned to this
Compsny by Ellen Emlei Phillips the mortgage made by DeGrasse Fox to her of certain
property in the town ol Eden, in the State of
Maine, which is bounded sod desciibvd as
follows:
Beginning at the cornet of Mount Desert
and Kebo Streets, Bar Harbor; thence south
erly following said Kebo Street eight rods to
the northwest corner of
and formerly of
George Hardy, now of said I>eGra*se Fox;
thence easterly at right angles but following
norther). line of said laud of De(Jra«se Fox
five rods to western line ol lsnd of Uenjsmin
Kittredge; thence northerly b..t following
>aid western line of lsnd of Kittredge eight
lods to ssid Mount Desert. Street; th. nee
westerly but following said Mount Desert
Street westerly ttvt rods to the place of beginning. Containing one fourth of an acre
more or less.
Together with bulloings sud
fixtures thereon.
Being all and the same land conveyed to
said DeGrasse Fox by 8arah E. Salisbury by
deed dated Octooer 5. A. D. Is9t, recorded in
t e Hancock County. Maine.
Registry of
Deeds, in Vol. 268, Page 321, and.
lt'/irreos. The condition iu the said mortgage has been broken; it is.
That this Company proceed to
!
Reiolved,
foreclose the aforesaid moii^ase, and that
'The » resioent ad Treasurer be. and they
hereby are. authorized to execute a notice for
the foreclosure of naI<I mortgage and to institute and prosecute any at*u all proceedings
necessary or proper in the foreclosure of the
said mortgage.
Attest:-Benj. Strong Secretary.

in

may not as yet have tested these methods; these we invite.
You’ll find this a good, liberal, broad-gauge shop to trade in,
a store that works for the interest of its customers.
No
matter at what prices competitors are offering their
goods,
you will find them'at our store as cheap, and in many instances cheaper.
We are not given to sensational methods of
doing business, but depend on the conservative method for
our success.
We sell more Dry Goods out of our store than
in
store
Hancock
any
county, which proves our method right.
We call your attention to a few of our leading departments
which are remarkably strong.

—

in

on a

and

Many

Attest:
BKK4.

On May 1 Fred W. Chandler will leave
the employ of Doe & Qonya and become a
member of the Rogers Pharmacy Co. For
the past five years Mr. Chandler has been

Aar
Qonya,
during

ambition.

pany claims a foreclosure of said mortgage,
this notice for that purpose.
In witness wnereof, the said The United
States Security Company has caused its corporate seal to be hereto •(fixed, and these
presents to be signed in its name and behalf
by Morris K. Jesup. its President, aud Beni.
Strong, its Secretary and Treasurer, this tilth
day of April, in the year of our I^ord one
thousand nine hundred and five.
The Un-itbd States SactnUTT Co*ra*r,
By M. K. Jesup, its President, and BenJ.
Strong, its Secretary aud Treasurer.

prize.

satisfaction

bought bears the stamp of honesty. To have our customers
feel that this is a thoroughly reliable store, to have them feel
that the goods are reliable and the prices just, has been our

and'givt-s

—

newspaper team hard to beat.

the

thirty days.

aspi-

The
for
journalistic fame.
Citizen has been started at Eastport.
It is published by the Union Publishing Oo., of Macbias, publishers of the
Machias Union. Morgan J. Flaherty,
a well-known newspaper man, is the
editor.
Flaherty at Eastport and
Pattangall at Machias ought to make
a

Aud Whereas the condition of said mort-

Never Quits—Silk, Carl Cleaves, Elmer
Cleaves, Joyce, Hillson.
jt
Sons of Rest
Suminsby, Newman,
Shaw, Richards, Whitmore.

rant

as

and said work would
within

Washington county has

assigns,

There is

gage has been and is now broken. Now Therefore. by reason of the breach of the condition
th« reof, said The United States Security Com-

After this contest there was a basketball
game in the gymnasium between the Sons
of Rest, captained by Harley Suminsby,
and the Never Quits, captained by Walter
Silk. The latter team won by a score of
14 to 11.
The teams were made up as fol-

the better prepared to take care of
them for having been careful of the
smaller things.

to the conclu-

before Ion-.

a

things are in the air hereabouts ; when
they get down to earth, we shall be

given,

sion that it will be, and that work will
commence

Larger

helps.

Every

ning. Containing one fomth of au acre more
less. Together with buildings and fUtur«s
thereon.
Being all and the same land conveyed to
said DeOrasse Fox by Sarah K. Salisbury bydeed dated October ft, A. D. i«9t. recorde
In
the Hancock County,
Maine, Registry of
Deeds, In Vol. 28S. Pige Vi
And Whereas the said Ellen Eralen Phillips
by her deed of assignment dated the seventh
A. D. ifiA, an t acknow
day of
ledged on the seventh day of February A. D.
1903, recorded in the Hancock County. Maine,
Registry of Deeds, in Vol. 419. Page 1.38. trails
lerred »nd assigned said mortgage and the
note and debt thereby secured, to 1 he United
Slates Security Company, its successors aud
or

V

IS READY FOR THE SPRING TRADE.

NOTICE.

Hancock »b.:—April 18. 1805.
\IrE, the undersigned, having been duly
II
appointed by the Honorable O. 1'.
Cunningham, Judge of probate within and for
said county, commission*ra to receive and
decide upou claims of the creditors of Cbarles
A. Trask, late of Mount Desert, in said county,
deceased, wboaee*»*te has been represented
insoWei t, hereby gi e public notice agreeably
to the order of said judge of probate, that an
additional time ot three mouths from and
after the fourth day of April, a. d. 1905, has
been allowed to said c.editors to present and
prove their claims, and that we will attend to
the duty assigned us at the office nf Jerome
H. Knowles,esqu.re, at Northeast Harbor, iu
said Mount Desert, on Saturday, May 30, 1905.
at Bar
and at the office of B. K. Clark, esq
Harbor, town of Eden, in i-aid county, on
Satuiday, July I, a. d. 1905, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon of each of said days.
Bkrt»and E. Clark, ( Comml..ioner..
Da.nkokth J. Manchkstkk.
RIVER
AND UNION
MAKHOK
BOWER COMPANY.
of stockholders.
Virtue of the power conferred cn me
by the by-laws of the Bar Harbor and
Union River Power Company. I hereby order
and call a special meeting of the Stockholders of said company to be held at the office of
said Company on Church Street, Ellsworth,
Hancock County, Maine, on Monday, the 2itb
day of April A. D. 190at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, to ac; upon the follow ng articles,
viz
To see if the Stockholders will vote
Art. I
to accept an act relating to the Bar Harbor
and Uni« n River Power Company passed by
the Seventy-second Legislature of tne State of
MaineArt. II. To see if the Stockholders will vote
to authorize an issue of bonds of the Company
to enable it to carry out its purposes and to
secure such D.sue by a mortgage unon any or
ail of iu property now or hereaUer acquired,
and to determine upon the amount, terms
and conditions of said bonds aud said mortgage and as to the disposition of the same.
Art. III.
To see if the Stockholders will
vote to make any further part of its Capital
Stock a preferred stock and to determine the
amount and terms o! such preference.
Art. IV. To see if the Stockholders will
vote to amend iu by-laws in relation to the
terms of its Stock Certificates, or any other
of its by-laws.
Art. V. To transact any and all other business connected with or deemed necessary to
carry out the purposes recited in any of the
foregoing Articles.
William H. Buklkn,
President of the Bar Harbor and Union River
Power Company.
Dated this 19th day of April, A. D. 1906.
BAR

Special Meeting

BY

A CURTAIN SALE.
This sale embodies Lace Curtains, Ruffled Muslin Curtains,
Swiss, Irish
I oint. Portieres, ( ouch Covers and a full line of
Draperies and Furuitur>*

Covering.

•

We devote n whole room to Carpetings and
carry lie largest stock in the city.

HOSIERY AND

We

Draperies.

UNDERWEAR.

The

merit, the honesty and the price fairness prevailing in the Ilosierv
and Underwear eud of our business have won for it an enviable

reputation.
Spring showing is now most complete, and the choosing-time is here. We
make a specialty of Children s Hose, and think we
ha^e the best and uio.-t
satisfactory hosiery for children sold anywhere.
See our line of 12 Ie hose for Men,
Ladies, Misses and Children ;
also our 25c line.
If you buy

hosiery

from us once you

will never

afterwards.

buy anywhere

else

GLOVES, CORSETS AND MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.

If you want goods which give satisfaction, don't
pass these departments
I ho assortment is enormous, and prices as moderate as
inferior goods are sold
for.

LACES AND TRIMMING.
Our store is known for taste and up to-date
goods in that line.
want the style, look these over.

If you

Our Shoe Store.
aevote

separate store to Hoots and
We carry the largest stock and as.
sortment in the city. All widths, styles
yid
sizes for Men, Women and Children. If you
want shoes that tit, up-to-date in style and
» e

a

Shoes.

in any quality, we have them.
We are great believers Ih children, and
in making them comfortable.
For that
we carry more of an assortment in
Children’s Shoes than all the other dealers

reason

combined.
The reason we sell so many shoes for
Children is simply because we better
supply
the Children’s needs than others do.
Every

requirement, St, shape, looks, wear, and
moderate prices.
Newest F shions in Men's and
Ladies’ Shoes—Styles you can’t
get else-

me nump last is the latest.
wnere.
AH are Dip toe. Military heel, it s
dead swell; you ought to see it. Ofiourse we have other lasts
jierhaps a little
more sensible.
Our Assortment is so large that we know we can
please you.
Otir price on Children’s Shoes is from
25c to #2.00

Misses Shoes,

$1.00 to

-..><>

Men’s Shoes,

1.00 to
1.00 to
1.25 to

Ladies’ Boots,
Ladies’ Oxfords,

1.50 to
1.00 to

3.00
2.00
5.50
4.00
4.00

Boys’ Shoes,
Youths' Shoes,

Particular attention is called to our enorassortment of Ladies’ and Misses' Oxfords. We are showing several styles at
each price, which makes an assortment une.
qualed by anyone.
mous

We have the largest store in
space, occupying two
whole buildings, with the largest assortment, the best goods
and the lowest prices. Modern Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods,
Ladies’ ready-to-wear, Carpet and Shoe Stores.

M.

GALLERT, Ellsworth,

Me.

In the

compi.etsd-

list

assigned

o’clock and it returned for the
plaintiff in
the sum of $212.00.

8. J. COURT.

HANCOCK

next two

SATURDAY,

Haturday morning

JUBV WILL RISK TO MORROW

MORNINO—

MKNT8— FRW DIVORCK8.
TUB

Justloe

Ppt.|.lln(r
Portl«n-l.
goanty

COCHT.
tlENKT

PIABOt.T,

C.

r- Keowitom. Bllaworth.
CHiHLM II. WOOD, Bar
Attorney
—

BrKOB H. MATO. Kllaworth.

,:r)rr_nti»*R LEACH. Huekspon.

I BACH, Rurksport; Ro«
pepulU’*
H
g AfklKOBB. W«B» SUlllfAn; James
K H IIOWABD, BlueMII;
««>»>"■ Trrmaati
Klt.wonh
n.vll, K CARKBT,
A
HaTDEE. Porllaml.
.,.r—CHAALSh W. IICELEt, KllAworth
HDKKB

Wnu.rApber-l.

Tbc lirst week ot the Hancock county
court has closed and the
Mpri ni*> judicisl
transacted has been
amount of business

DIVIDENDS PAID

Ki|tiltablt> |H>l'cyhoUters In
iwi.*A,i 4*2.510 m

15.

190*2.

of the Bnrrill

case

19<*:i.
...

luuti nve

$26,654,641.78
•A a

been examined both
Many witnesses have
indictments and for the Deer Isle
whether an
murdtr case. It is not known
indictment will be found in the latter
The grand jury haa been at
caw or not.

the

ease

since

Saturday

last

work
morning.
On continuing the Bank-OMs case this
was
morning the special assigned list
completed, and to-morrow afternoon at
2o'clock the general list will be taken up.
It is doubtful if any of the cases on this
will be given a jury trlsi, so the criminal
go on to-morrow
cases will probably
afternoon.
on

______

Wednesday afternoon
buaincs*
court

was

and

Thursday

no

the courthouse and
suspended until 10 o’clock Fridone at

was

day morning.
Th® first case

on

th*? assigned lint, Dan-

Dwight Braman,

bar Bros. vs.
oat of court.

It

was a

case

a

verdict

was

tober in which

settled

was

last Ocrendered for

damage*.
The case of McCluskey vs. Hark was on
It w**s an action brought
all day Friday.
by Charles E. McCluskey, of Castlne, to
recover the amount paid for a furnace or
generator, as it is called, to Alfred W.
Clark, of Castlne. The amount sued for
for

was

£300.

The

whole

contract

seemed

case

which

to

hinge

on a

made between

was

plaintiff and defendant

the

for

installing a
No. 21 generator in the plaintiff* house.
The contract called for heat for eleven
rooms at a
temperature of 70 degrees in
xero weather, and if not satisfactory Mr.
(lark was w> remove the heater.
It did not prove satisfactory and the
heater was removed and a No. 21 put in

The note in suit

f

was

case

was

to the

given

Jury

5

at

llKtt

IN

Equitable

H

day.

Inn

Life Assurance

FKANKLLN H.
Manager for MhIhp,

f

-r a

Society

HA/KLTON,
Portland,

Maine.

ChiirchfH.
Easter Sunday will
be
observed as
usual in all the churches in Ellsworth
except the Methodist, where there will be
no morning service, it
being conference
week, the conference being held this year

defense was the general issue. It
claimed that it had been paid to the
president of the bank, Charles C. Burrill.
In
the
cross-examination
the
tried

to

in

is the order of the musical
St. Joseph Catholic church:
Ka*ier Hymn....
Werner

service at the

the case taken to the law court. F. C.
Burrill and (). F. Follows for the plaintiff;
H lie & Hamlin for th' defendant.

Offertory.
Cornet solo by Mr Trlbou
Sanctus.......

Orchestra
Post 1 ml e.Rennet

afternoon

Martin vs. Pettee
the jury, also TuesIt was an action of waste

and also

one

plaintiff seeks to
of taxes paid out by

where the

the amount

recover

plaintiff

acquired

has

ves-

special
arranged for the
Congregational church. At 4 p. m. the
children of the Sunday school, assisted by
the choir, will hold a vesper service in the
A

him for the defendant.
The dispute arises over the question of
repairs to be made by the widow of
Andrew Pettee, who is a one-half owner
of the estate.
The

evening service the Rose wig

pers will be sung.
The Methodist Sunday school and choir
will give ar»Easter concert at 7 p. m.

took the attention of

day forenoon.

Kin*

Concone
O 8aUnarIs.W legend
Mrs Walsh and Mr Halpln
Agnes Del.Hattmann
Pastoral Symphony...Claus

At the

musical

programme has been
morning service at the

Frank

ELLSWORTH.

R.

McGown, of Ellsworth, is rebuildings.
Charles W. Sweeney and wife spent Sunthat the nlaintiff had not made any reday with relatives at Green Lake.
pairs on his portion of the property as he
Fred Starkey, who has been 111 with
claimed that the defendant should have
pneumonia, returned to his work Monday.
Hiram Nason is spending a few' days
aimt iue ifHkimoay w hh in me
coanwii
got their head* together and took the cue w'ith his sister, Mrs. William K. McGown.
from the jury and will take it to the law
Alexander
McGown, of East Dover,
I court to decide whether or not Mra. Pettee spent Sunday with his
parents, Melvin

ceive^
seen

tAX

a

the

Tuesday
In open

bill

assessors

court, and the

was

the

same was

Lizzie Googins, who w'as called
here by the death of her brother, returned
Monday to her home in Lynn, Mass.
Rev.

done
case
1

Nelson

men, like mules, do little
work and are always kicking.

Hadeen and w'ife,

spending the

who

have

been

land,

have returned to their home here.

BRAGDON—At Ktaiiklln, April 2, to Mr
Mrs Ernest I. Brandon, a dnuKhUT
EATON-At Peer Isle, April 7, to Mr and
Chur let* A Eaton, h dHtigliter.
FLETCHER—At Trenton, April 5, to Mr
Mrs Lorenzo Kletcer, a dnu«lner
GRINPtK-At Castlne, April 14, lo Mrand
llert 'V Uilttdle, a »on.
LEaCII-At Penobscot, April 17, to Mr

and
Mrs

A

special purchase
famously fine

and
Mrs

head

HABBOB TO

RtNOOB.
A

Offering!
of those

IIA K HARBOR.
Surretiio.
Sullivan.
Ml Desert Ferry.
Waukeag A Fy.
Hancock.
Franklin Bond.
Waeh’gton June...'..
ELLSWORTH...
K'l-vinrtii Kalla.
N'colln...
linen Lake
I.mi c lluuse.
lli»M'*n....
liiewer June...
R.mtror, Ex At.
BANGOR, MC.

111

iioaion

M

I* M

8 30
4 Oft
4 80
ft CO
5 u7
ft 1»

30,

1 0#
II 2o
9 07
112#
9 10
fll 99)
ft 19
9 20
til *7
)1 49 16 27
0 47
11 ft« ft *6
9 58
f 12 01 ft 4
112 Ift
6 66 MO 06
M2 24
0 04 tlO 14
f 11 A! '6 12 MO U
112 40 t6 2')! 1C 3t
1 CM) 6 40 10 50
1 07 6 471 10 67
1 10 6 60 11 00
P M
ft 86

Portland

A M
1 0
ft 67

9 06

..

tSANuOK TO

▲ M

4 ?»
7 80

HAKUOK.

BAK

PM

and
Mrs Ward Leach, a daughter.
LORD—At F.nt-t Surry. April IS, to Mr and Mrs
Howard C laird, a son. |.lames Donald \
W A ROW ELL—At Penobscot, April 7, to Mr
and Mrs Edward Ward well, a soo.

Barron

MARItIKD.

M’FAKLAND—KOIIKRTS-Al Ellsworth, Apr
12, by ttev J M Adams. Nil** Mary Ellen
McFarland, of
Hiswotth. to George K
Roberts, of Pitt-Held.

luscious Peas

—as

tered

D1KD.

arily

EATON —At Stonlngton, Apr!' 6, Thomas H
Eaton, aged 58 years, 6 mouths, 20 days.
GARLAND—At Lakewood, April Ift, Charles
Garland, aged 85 years, « months, 12 days.
MOORE—At Trenton. April 15, Lorenzo Dow
Moore, aged 84 years, 4 months, 20 days.
PERKINS—At Penobscot, April >2, Mrs Lydia
A Perkins, aged 71 years, 7 months, 21 days.
PREBLE—At Cranberry Isles, April 13, William P Preble, aged 04 years, 7 days.
8COTT—At Ellsworth, April 13, William Scott,
aged 80 years.

mortal

ever en-

as

throat—ordin-

sold at 15c per can, and

low-priced at
now by Kearns,

that—offered
with

a

special

Easter dinner su^nrestion.

*7 40.

Portland.

10

BANGOR
Bar nor, Ex St.
Brewer .June
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Luke.
NI col In.
Ellsworth Fulls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wa-h'nton June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock..
Waukeag, R Fy..
Ml Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.

6 <0 1C
;«
or., iu
6 12 10
t6 32 tlO
16 89 f'O
6 47 110
tfi 56 110
7 C9 il
7 16 11
7 so m
t7 38, 11
f7 46 11
7 49, 11
7 55 11
8 20
8 45
8 211 12

**orrento.

Saturday nights

to

00

PM
5 00

5 04
u B 11
34 tB 30
42
IB 87
50 5 41
5? 5 5#
181 6 07
18 6 U
27 ec
37 6 3'
45! 16 :»
48! 4 48
63! 6 B0

ob

..

BAR HARBOR.
*

9 00
12 40

4

45]

7 3

Bangor only.

Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.13 p
in, and arriving Ellsworth II 56 a m, 9.47 p m
connect with Washington Co R R.
fStop on slgaal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boaton and St. John.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procute
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. ft T. A.
GEO. F. EVAN8,
Vice Pres, and Gen*l Manager.

At 10c per Can,
3 Cans for 25c.

ilftfarrtijsnnmta.

All

Boston.

AM

Marrowfat Peas

GRAY—STA Ifl.KH—At West Sedgwick, April
y, l-y Kcv Fred V Stanley, Miss Minnie limy,
of Sedgwick. to Ernest
Staples, of Penobscot.

4

winter

m

ate*

PATRICK KEARNS,

The above 50 articles for '2Ar, postpaid,
god one of my household catalogues.
ADDRESS

Main

C. D. McGOWN, Medford, Mass.

[

GOLD WATCH

ma

I

SALE

At HANCOCK HOUSE

STABLE,

Several good business Horses, new and secondhand Carriages. Harnesses. Agent lor H. A.
Moyer’s Tine Carriages. Everything as represented or no sale. Terms reasonable.
r

H.

OOULD.

with

steamer

for Boston.

Steamer Juliette

Wednesdays

FREE!

$10 watch; no better time than the one I send
you for selling 10 pieces of Jewelry and 10 household articles at 10 cents each. When sold send
me $‘J, and I send you one gold plate watch,
chain and charm ]K>stpaid. Send for goods. I
trust you. Address
C. I>. McGOWN, Medford, Mass.
ESTABLISHED

leaves

Bluehlll

Saturdays

and

South

at 9

a

m,

Mondays,
touching

Bluehlll. Hrookltn, Sedgwick, Deer
Isle, Sargentvlllc, South Brooksville and Dark
Harbor, connecting at Rockland with steamer
for Boston.

at

RETURNING
From Boston

Mondays and Thursdays at ft

From Rockland Tuesdays Fridays and Sun.
dayi- via way landing!-, at a.30 a m.
K. S. J. Mors a,
Calvin

Agent, Bar Harbor.
Vice-president

Austin,

and

Gen’l Mgr.. Foster's Wharf. Boston. Mass.

Elliworih

Blnelili and Swau’s Island

STB AM BOAT

1M8.

LINE.

WM. FARROW,
S A1 l_-M AKEIR.
IVa'erln Duck, Holt-Rope and all
kinds of Trimmings used In malting
sails. Everything to work with.
HLSON’S

WHARF.

ROCKLAND,

ME.
SPRING

dtisrrUsniuius.

Stbntiannnit*.

SERVICE.

Commencing Monday, April 10, steamer i T
Morse leaves Bar Harbor Mondays, Wednesday- and Saturdays at 1 30 p m, touching at
seal Harbor, Nortr cast Harbor Southwest Harbor ano Stonlngton, connecting at Hock land

IN8CKANCC SOLICITORS.

NOTICE: If you are an insurance man anti
1 oklng lor a good opportunity, NOW IS
YOI'R CHANCE. A first class Company wnt-

FOR

Sch Storm Petrel. Kgyut
Sch Wesley Abbott, Jonesboro

SPRING

HOME SUPPLY CO
AUGUSTA. ME.
Dep. A.

are

of

Saturday, April 15
:

Ellsworth.

Six Dining Chairs snd ( pjuail
I UlVull
Large Arm Rocker
I with $10 assortment of our Soaps.
Extracts. Spices, Tea. Coffee.
Cocoa. Toilet Goods and Stand
ard Groceries. Catalogue oi 200
OTHER PREMIUMS.

Meals and Lunches at all hours. A
Mrs. 8. A.
good dinner for 25c.
Moore, Water Street, Kllswortb.
Rooms formerly occupied by 1*. 8. Bowdeu.
TO

St.,

Seven Premiums

RESTAURANT.

Port-

Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

Steamship Company.

plus, jet heads, blade steel. 1 set
ed'e-*, steel taper points. 8 assorted
1 bevel eyes.

m

MARINE LIST.

EASTERN

t at

knitting
darners,

la^p.

excused

Some

Easter

---•

of the Hancock

witness.
At 10 o’clock the jurors were
until to-morrow at 2 o’clock.

BAB

BORN.

HEALTH AM) ACCIDENT
INSURANCE lias recently been admitted to the Mate
Maine and desires a manager for each county.
I If you are experienced, eau furnish good re(erences, and l’RUDUCK HOOD RESULTS.
YOU AUK THE MAN WE WANT
Apply at
A New York burglar tried hard to re- ! once! FKKKI.KSt CASUALTY CO., Itux 2X4,
form, but with only partial success. He K KKNK, N. H.
is now- practicing

1

county savings
bank against the town of Otis was continued until the October term because
material
the plaintiff could not get a
case

Commencing Dec. 5, 19(4.

Miss

and also

nothing

his farm

McGown and wife.
re-

Wednesday morning.
The

pairing

and

afternoon

KEARNS’

BOWDEN-At Bluchill, April ft, lo Mr hii'I Mrs
IS In nr hard 8 liow.h u. h Otfuttliter.

size.

NORTH

also shown

will have to pay her share of the taxes.
Mrs. Pettee testified she had never

a party of
from Swan’s
Island is expected to arrive here about
10 o’clock.
The visitors will have about four hours
in Ellsworth, leaving in season to reach
home about 0 p. m.

LADIES, NOTICE!

Hullivan.

was

100

to

At the Baptist and Unitariau churches
You can’t find a fault with
special music will be sung, and sermons
appropriate to the day will be preached.
1 pkg 280pln», best grade, high |>ollsh. 1 doz,
Blanquefort commandery, K. T., will safely pins, nick* 1 plated paper gold-eye need- the peas; certainly you ean’t
le«. aborted. 4 papers Sharp’s needles, high
observe the day by attending a service at
I box invisible hair pins, steel
polish, assort rt
Odd Fellows hall, at which Rev. J. P.
polish. 1 cabinet HO hair plus, assoiteo, straight with the prices.
or crimped.
12 shoe-strings, black Tobin, metal
Hinton ton will preach the sermon.
points. 2 thimbles, silver while metal. Send

eleven-

of the remainsng half of the
property of the other heirs, and he claims
that the defendant is not keeping her
half of the homestead in proper repair,
and also that she has not paid the taxes
on her share.
The defense was a general denial and
showed by testimony that the house was
in as good repair as half the houses in
it

when

seventy-Are

church.

twelfths

In cross-examination

place to-morrow,

from

choir

ami

Kyrle...Emerson

MONDAY, APRIL. 17.
The rase of the Burrill national bank
v*. the inhabitants of Otis was
reassigned
for this morning on account of the plaintiff not being able to get its principal
witnesses.
In Small vs. Warren the defendant was
defaulted.

Monday

Bangor.
Following

Orcnestrn

take

I Mine

of United States

Easter at the

The

plaintiffs

Baflroaba mb Zttambom.

Little Willie-Hay, pa, what is meant by
“courting danger?” Pa—Why, er—any
kind of courting, my son.

«K WOKI.II.”

T

ASSETS, $413,953,020.74.

"'ol for

plaintiff as prima facie evidence.

paid

The

payment

'STKOMOKSI

presented by the

that she had
they informed her
which did the work satisfactorily. Suit i there were no taxes assessed against her.
The lax for the whole property was for
wu brought to recover the $200 claimed to
the heira of the late Andrew Pettee.
hAve been
for the No. 21.
The defense was a general denial. It
claimed that the defendant carried out
his contract and that the suit brought
w«s n connection with the No. 24 generator w ith which the defendant bad nothing
to do. This second furnace, so it api**nrcd
from the testimony, was sold by a Mr.
Foss, the representative of the company
io this State. Thus the defense claimed
that suit should not be brought against
Mr. Clark.

computed

pol ley holders in

to

note in suit.

tried

tbe plaintiff; taken to the law court on
exceptions and returned to this court for
trial. The plaintiff was given
a new
fl,75f».0O and costa, and the case continued

for

PRESENT SURPLUS, $80,794,269 ?!.

bring out that there
few cases have been given were two notes in question.
Unf,. although
The case occupied all day
Haturday,
atrial jury.
and the jury returned a verdict for the
It is likely that the grand jury will rise
defendant. Exceptions will be filed and
jhi, aft. rnoon or to-morrow morning.
tor liquor

4 ,477,924 1ft
ft OK'4 '211ft ftft

1904. 11.001,003 ftl
190ft.
*0,750,000 OO

national bank vs. Robert Gerry was called.
This case was tried at the
January term,
but the jury could not agree on a verdict.
The plaintiff seeks to recover
|218.40
from the defendant—the amount of a note
Rive to Dr. George A. Phillips, of Bar
Harbor, but formerly of Ellsworth, and
by whom the note was discounted at the
Bnrrill national bank.
The note was given in 18$)8 and according to the books of the bank had been
paid by renewal until th? protest of the

LONG LIFT OF INDICT-

aftbrrttscnuntB.

Excursion from Swan’s Island.
first of a series of excursions to
Ellsworth from down the bay points will
The

defaulted.

was

APRIL

the

aWjtrttKianiu-

special

the

on

assigned list the defendant

OENEBAL DOCKET NEXT.

(IRANI)

cases

'SbbrrtiatmmtB.

Three

SCHEDULE.

Trips per Week.

Commend* * April 12, 19 ft. steamer Percy V«
Cant A E Smith, will run as follows: Leaving
Atlantic Tuesday, Friday and Sunday at 9 a a
for Hass Harbor, Weet Tremont, ■'outh Blue,
bill (connecting at South Bluehlll with the East*
ern S S Co), South Surry, Surry and Ellsworth.

THINKING OF

RETURNING.
Leave Ellsworth at 7 a m, Monday, Wednesday and Saturday, touching at the same points
and connecting at South Bluehlll with the Eastern S S Co for Rockland and Boston, arriving
at A tlantlc about 2 pm.
Conne tlon Is made at Bass Harbor with
steamer Clmbrla for Bangor snd Bar Harbor.
Change to dailv service will be made when the
Eastern 8 S Co makes a change In Its schedule.
O. W. TAPLKY, Manager.
WALTER J. CLARK, Agent,
Ellsworth. Me.

Spring Clothing
Everything

About Our Clothes is

Now is the time, and
lines that

we

ever came to our

have got the most

tables.

We

want

-What Is it? It
Is a concentrated mineral
water. It is a
mineral spring brought to you, and saves you
the expense of going to a mineral spring. It Is
nature’s remedy. If taken as directed.lt can’t
possibly do you any harm, while scores right
here in Ellsworth are satisfied that It has benetitled them.

Vitse=Ore

Right
tempting

you—every

THE CRIP

carefully.
particular to look
searchingly at the cloth, the style, the making, the finish,
the quantity, and last but not least the price, and we are
sure, very sure, you will say just right.
man—to

y^fado

Clothe#

Be

examine them

and

its accompanying ills—colds, bronchitis,
tonsilitis, in fact all throat troubles, quickly re*
lieved and i>ennanently cured. A great antiseptic. Can be used as a gargle or swab.

J. H. McCollum, Local Agt.,
At John Malone’s

Restaurant,

ELLSWORTH,

MA1NR.

Porcelain
Our Store Should be Your Store

With every department aud index
of the best
things of the season, men
"'ho aim to

ion, who

keep

want

abreast of the fash-

a

hundred cents

every dollar invested, aud
ciate

a

store that

ready-to-wear clothing in the world.
Because these clothes cost no more than other ready-made clothing.
Because we cater to the ever-increasing demand of individuality.
Because

on

who appre-

lives up

to

both

the spirit and and the letter of its

advertisement,

JJecause

will not in vain look

be desired.

we never

lose

sight

of the fact that

a

satisfied customer is

goods and refund
the money when asked to do so without question or protest. Because we like to have people come and look around whether they

Ilart SchatTuer & Marx, Rice, Sayward & Whitten and G. Lipman &
Sons for which lines we are exclusive
can

sell the finest

the best advertisement.

here for satisfaction, for our strong
lines of high-grade clothing made by

ageuts, furnish all that

we

wish to

buy

Because

we

take back

or not.

Get out of the crowd.

clothing

see

offered for sale
and

by

worn

traction.

H. GREELY

by

everyone,
It’s
everyone.

made from exclusive
cut

Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for rainless Ex-

The

sell is exclusive.
the same thing

we

You do not

cloths,

DENTIST.
Main
1

new

sold with
as

a

KIN worth.

C8SOCHXK8XKH> -OOCC-OODOOCBOr'

positive guarantee

resprescnted,

or

money

re-

l
L.

W.

J 0 R DA N
UNDERTAKER,

funded.

i

Street,

and

original patterns, hand-tailored by experts, by men who know how.
Clothing sold at this store is
on

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

Be Exclusive

We Are Ready for Spring

■LUI WORTH.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

MEN’S

CLOTHIERS,

MAIN STREET,

HATTERS

and

OUTFITTERS.

ELLSWORTH.

THX

AjtKRICAJf:

,

of the 117 post-offices in Hancock countr
All tne other papers in the County com
bitted do not reach

so

For

not the only paper printed
Hancock county, and has never claimed t<
be, but it is the only paper that can prop
erly be called a County paper; all th

J. B. Babson and wife
ville last

are

The

Cnvnty\ A>tr»

nee

Wednesday.
Holden, of North Brooklin,
is very ill with the grip.
O. G. Five, of Stonington, visited his
last

sister, Mrs. B. O. Dollard, last week.
Miss Edith Allen, of Sargentville,
visiting her grandfather, Fred Allen.

other page.

will be

There

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
There

was

The

traveling

improving
worse

in

Baptist

amiable

ai

Wednesday evening
presiding elder.

foi

ice-cream

an

grange hall last
the benefit of the

about

remains

some

the

of the year.
Collector-of-Taxes

i
|

mains about the

home
re-

uncollected

The

same.

George Carter and grandson

taxes for last year have been committed to
Treasurer Miller for collection.
The tax rate in this
higher
than for many years in consequence of
an
extra
and
larger regular appropriations,
town will be

Bluehill,

from

Capital. $50,000.

and the enmity of

All

none.

spent the winter.
R. W. Nutter, wife and little granddaughter Georgia have gone to Prospect

Baptist

Harbor for the

Rev.

abundant

wherever he goes.

success

EAST

and the most

Sunday afternoon
J. D. McGraw in the evening.

and

church

April

8.

17.

Miss Rena L. Hooper, of East Sullivan,
spent last week here has returned

who

IHiereaa, Our sister, Lottie Leach, has gone
from our midst to join friends In the promised
land, therefore he It
Reaolved, That la the d»*vh of our Mater,
*eloved member,
Highland grange has loot
one whose pleasant ways and cheerful smile
will ever be cherished by u for pood
Reaolved, That we drape our charter In
mourning for thirty days.
Reaolved, That we extend our sympathy to
the twreaved faintly and many friends that a
copy of these resolutions be placed on our
records, also copies sent to the Rnngor Commercial and Ellsworth American for pub
llcatlon.

Biaisdell, who has been at work
in Bar Harbor thia winter, is home, and
will be

Franklin granite

concert here next

E.

a

are

few

social time after the

was
towed to
harbor last Thursday, preparatory to sailing for Jonesport to load.

April

egg into be the order of

hard-shelled

side another egg seems
the day. Mrs. Inez Welsh

found

one

on

The inside
an egg last week.
about the size of a dove’s egg.

breaking
one was

in this district commence toMiss Harriet M. Biaisdell will teach

Schools
the
Bar

primary;
Harbor,

Brewer

will

Miss
the
board

Isaphene Brewer,
intermediate.
w

Miss

Mrs.

Annie

ith her

parents,

with

i.laisdell; Miss Biaisdell

of

T. M. Biaisdell and wife.

April

R.

17.

HANCOCK POINT.
Etta Chaster has returned to

Pocahon-

Arthur

weeks ago,

Bangor.

has gone to Corea to

teach.

Crabtree has gone to Dark Har-

bor. where he has employment.

admitted every

Mrs. H. A.

Ball, who has been caring for
Mrs. George Young during her illness, has

Anon.

17.

con-

Petersen

One well-formed

May Young
here

a

l>and will

Ellsworth, Oapt.
lying here all winan anchorage in the
of

Franconia,

which has been

ter,

WEST SEDGWICK.
Peaslee

is

working

for

P.

B.

Grey.
James E. Gray is engineer at S. P. Snowmill.

man's

Harvey

other year.

day.

served.

Young,

Saturday evening.

preached his last
before going jto confersermon April 16
ence.
His people are all hoping and looking for him to be sent back to them an-

C. William Brimigion has moved his
barber shop along the street close to the

candidates

was

James

Rev. C.

H.

the order of

here.

Cummings 8. Martin enTues-

few friends at whist last

a

day evening. All report a pleasant time.
During the evening a delicious collation

cert.

9TONTNGTON.

new

a

Ice-cream and

Mrs. John Hatch,
Mrs. It. E. Ghisulk.
5! 188 Byrdk Hatch,
Committee on resolutions.

and

employed

The East

give

and Mrs.

The

F. E.

'•Sometime, when all life's lessons bare been
learned.
And sun and stars forevermore have set.
The things which our weak judgments here
have spurned.
The things o’er wnlch we grieved with lashes
wet,
Will flash before us out of life’s dark tilaht.
As stars shine roost in deeper tints of blue;
And we shall see how all Goo’s plans are right.
And how what seemed reproof was love most

postoffice.
Chipita lodge of
tas was organized

Capt.

tertained

home.

u

April

winter.

FRANKLIN.

Frazier, who is with his sister in
Niooiin, called on friends here last Friday.

in

Benson

has gone to

Waterviile

search of employment.

School began in district No/6 April 10,
taught by Maria Thompson.
Irving Peaslee has gone to Bar Harbor,
where he will be employed for the summer.

Grey, who has been conthe house with the grip, is im-

Master Walter
fined

to

proving.
Deputy Sheriff R. H. Howard is in Elisworth attending court.
Washington
Grey is serving on the grand jury.
Several young people attended the chopping bee and dance given by Curtis
Durgain, and all reported having a good
April

D.

1

at

Sargentville.
April 17.

C.

the schooner Storm Petrel.

first vessel to load here this spring
is the schooner Lincoln. She loaded hard
wood for M. E. Linneken.
The

Rev. P. A.

A.

Kiilam

preached

in the

Moore has gone to Southwith Mrs. Abigail Robinson, who is in poor health. She will be
MrB. Lizzie

April 17.

Dolly,

at*

otht*

pmpm

SOMES VILLE.
be out.

#

Nettie Pollard is visiting Mrs. LyH. Soinea.

Miss

Road-Comm isaipner Andrew
work on the roads.

Peed

hat

begun

Mrs. Harry Haynes, who has been visit*
ing relatives in Trenton, is home.
Edgar M. Brown, who has been in New
York the past few months, is home.
Mr. White, of Seal Harbor, a layman
held services here in the union chore]

yesterday.
Schooner E. T. Hamor, loaded with lumber from the Mount Desert Lumber Co.,
sailed for Boston Friday.

Capt. D. E. Pray, who has Iteen receding medical treatment at the Bar Harboi
as operator at the central telephone
hospital, is home, and his many friend*
Miss Cassie Ralph gave a birthday party are glad to know he is better.
to fifteen or twenty of her little friends
J.
April 17.
Friday afternoon, April 14. Refreshment
GOTT'S ISLAND.
were served and a merry time
enjoyed.
M. V. Babbidge has been doing sonu
Many
pretty
presents were received
{minting on the Peterson cottage.
by the hostess.
the

office.

Onunt

Y«wi

commenced

School

Fuller

paga

having

a

Monday,

much easier task in

SMITH'S
Muscular
BUCHU Rheumatism.
LITHIA
PILLS.
*•

NORTHEAflT HARBOR.
W. W. Vaughan, of Boston,

it*

I^ast

Wednesday

special

a

town

meeting

held to elect a second selectman to fill
Miss Helen Hunker if the guest of Mrs. the place of J. F. Gray, whose ill health
compelled him to resign. John G. Eaton
B. T. Graves.
was elected.
The ladies’ auxiliary will meet with Mrs. \
Rak.
April 17.
F. A. Foster Thursday afternoon.

on

business.

as

was

of

clerk in Small &

afcbrrtiscmmts.

If

a

Cow gave
Butter

mankind would have to
invent milk. Milk is Nature’s emulsion —butter
put in shape for digestion. Cod liver oil is extremely nourishing, but
it has to be emulsified
before we can digest it.

Scott’s Emulsion

j

W EST

j

J. B. Clarke and wife

GO l;LDBBORO.
spent Saturday

spent

one

day

in Ellsworth

last week.

Harry P. Ashe and
Aahville.

w

ife

spent Sunday in

Mrs. S. J>. Sargent went last week to
Boston on business.

rtif Bladder, Itheuthe
I n m ami
Blood—all these (lb
e«-«••*yield atom c ami
are aidckly and fully
Price only 1L>
cured.
cent-* a l*>x.

A CURE at the

People's Price.
My Kidney liookand
Sample Package m ui

worn-out Kidneys.”
Free to suy adurt*M».
M119. FRANK lit AN.
W. F.SMITH CO.
18 Grant Street.
126 Ssaiaier St.. Ruatos
Malden, Mao.
To core Constipation. Rick Headache and Bill a*
Dess In one niaht. use Smith's Pineapple and
Butternut Pills. Only SS cents at dealers.

Mrs. Leonard Willey, of Cherry field, is
visiting Mrs. Alice Young.
A. B. Kingsley has recently purchased
an organ for his daughter Blanche.
F. L. Wood returned Saturday from
Ellsworth where he has been attending
Mrs. E. N. Benson, of Bar Harbor, and
Mrs. F. K. Shaw, of Old Town, are visiting J. A. Shaw and wife.

!

!

There will be an Easter service in the
union church next Sunday afternoon.
Rev. Gideon Mayo will occupy the pulpit.

J. B. Wright and wife came home
Thursday from Hancock, where they have
been spending the winter with their
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Young. Miss Mae
accompanied them; she will teach the
primary school in Corea.
L.
April 17.
NORTH BLl'EHILL.
James

L.

Saunders, jr.,

and

family,

of

Brooksville, visited his parents here last
week.

Miss Dora M. Leach has resigned her position as teacher at Vinalhaven, on account of ill health, and
in this vicinity.

Halcyon
I seventh

grange

is

will

visiting

friends

celebrate

anniversary April 21 with

an

its
all-

day meeting. Visitors are expected from
t'astine
and Sedgwick granges. State
Master Gardner will be present in the
afterndbn.
Isaac P. Grindle,
gentleman, fell as

an

Torrence,

of

Holden.

1

Send model, sketch or photo ol invent)' n fc
free report on pah
frrfrie
fn e U<-k
mtemabUitv.
ma_frr
How to Secure'
Patent* and

Henry
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Hooks
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New Yor*

EIjXjBWOZITB

LAUNDRY

STEAM
AND
"NO

was

Bernice McLaughlin
have returned to Bangor after spending a
week with their parents.
April 17.
B.
Agnes

and

1

aged and respected

about to enter
struck his head on the door,
cutting a gash several inches long. I)r.
Littlefield dressed the wound.
D.
April 17.
he

his room, and

Misses

SCOTT A BOWNE. Chemists
New York
400-41S Pearl Street
SOo. and *1.00. All druaatsts

1

iii «

a

Hill

combines the best oil
with the valuable hypoDEDHAM.
phosphites so that it is
W. W. Black is attending court in Ellseasy to digest and does worth as juror.
far more good than the
William Williamson and wife, of Banalone
oil
could. That gor, visited relatives here last week.
makes Scott’s Emulsion
Rose, daughter of Llewellyn Alley, has
the most strengthening, been sent to the industrial school for
girls at Hallowell.
nourishing food medi- Mrs. Almeda Webber is
spending a few
cine In the world.
weeks with her daughter, Mrs.
Sand for fraa sample.

SICK KIDNEYS,

in

Steuben.
J. A.

and M uecul&r
Rheumatism.
The
few do«es I took.
•f your pill* relieved
the excruciating iinlu,
ami now I feel that I
nm on the road to recovery. 1 heartily re<ornmend them to all
’•uffering the racking
pains caused l»v the
p.d*onou* matter fr *in
impure blood. I feed
I till.lent that your
Pills posse** the man« w
terials to give
force and health to
L’ta

Powers.
in town

west Harbor to be

gone about tw'o weeks.

art,

Mrs. L. I). Peterson and Miss E. 8. IV
Supt.
hiring terson, of lainndown, Penn., are expected
teachers now than when he served the to arrive April 2R for the season.
town of Treinont, in other years and had
BLUEHILL PALLS.
Capt. Robert I). Trask, who has b*t r
to place fifteen or twenty teacher*.
Only scalloping in Bass Harbor, ('ailed home
Mrs. L. P. Candace seems to be improvsix are now required.
with a party of friends yesterday.
ingHarvey Hodgkins has recently had a
Tracy Eldridge, w ho has bee n help
Edmond Sylvester is canning clams.
naphtha launch built and equipped by S. Philip Moore on his weir, while trying t<
Mrs. Angie Bray is working for him.
H. Mayo. Accompanied by M. H. Mason start the engine on Mr. Moore’s launch
Pierce Candage is
the and Mr.
working on
Mayo he went to Sorrento on a broke his wrist and has had to go to hi
Thomas cottage on the new road for E.
j
trial trip Friday, returning Sunday, the home in Orland.
Mayo.
craft making satisfactory speed.
Bradford E. Rowe, of Swan’s Island
j
Brooks Wescott and Askmond Clough
Mrs. Alice Gilley has returned from who has been commissioned as enforceare doing the mason work on the Nevin
Bucksport, where she spent the winter ment agent for the prevention of cruelt,
last week to g*cottage.
with Mrs. Lena O’Brien. Mrs. Gilley saw to animals, came here
before Dedimus M. V. Babbidge
Mr. and Mrs. Saunders, of North Blue* the launching of the Peary ahip, Roose- qualified
Work on Rlack island was started la<*
! hill, visited the Sunday school here velt, but instead of a block of wood, she
under the supervision of JohnP
yesterday.
got a rheumatic attack as a souvenir of week,
Keough, of New York. It is expect*Alden Conary has taken down the workj the event.
that a large crew will be put on this year
Spray.
April 17.
shop opposite his house, making a much
and a good season’s work done.
finer view.
Chips,
April 17.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Capt. Hugh Daffee joins his vessel at
PRETTY MARSH.
The Easter concert will be Leld in the
Stonington this morning, after spending
Fred Gray ha* moved bis family into t h*
church Sunday evening.
a week at his home here.
Richard Grindle, who ban been ill for Heraey cottage.
The Falls people are glad to hear that
Allen Smith and family has gone t
Isaac Dowe, of Knowles, Cal., is much three weeks, is out again.
1
J. F. Gray has gone to Portland to enter Northeast Harbor for the season.
improved in health. He has many friends
the Maine general hospital for treatment.
Charles Cummings and wife, of KaThe shores are free from ice and snow,
Mrs. Charles Choate and Mr. Pervear, Machias, are visiting his sister, Mrs. V. I)
and everyone is busy on boats and vessels.
of North Brooklin, were in town Sunday. Smith.
Capt. P. Friend has the Game Cock about
Allen Freeman has taken down his ole
John Thurston went to Bangor the first
ready for sea. B. A. Gray is {Minting his of the week on business, returning barn and is putting up a new one aur
the
sloop,
Lucy May.
making other improvements on his horn*
Thursday.
S.
April 17.
Harry Conary, who went to California 1 Mrs. Nellie Pierce and daughter Ethel —
last March, writes that it is •« fine state to
have gone to Sedgwick, where they have
atfcfrtisrmtnts.
spend the cold weather in; yet Bluchill employment.
Falls is good enough for him. He thinks
w as taken suddenly
I
who
Curtis
>urgain,
back
in
His
fronds
of coming
will
July.
A CURE FOR
b.' glad to see him back.
ill Monday and was unconscious for some
is
time,
improving.
is
There
great
disappointment in j
Miss Myrtle Carter, who has been with
Abram Duffee
chicken-hatching here.
Mrs. William Closson this winter, has
put in his incubator fifty eggs, and got
three chiekens; Edmond Sylvester 100, | gone to Sedgwick to work in the factory.
1 wish to expre-M
and got ten; Lizzie Conary 100, and got !
my grateful apnrecla
Mrs. Clara Clapp, who returned from
ti«»n for the txmefit
fifteen. B. A. Gray put 100 under hens
derived from the use
Boston a week ago and is at Sargent ville
and got forty-five.
of your Pills. For Atwith h r daughter, Nellie Sargent, was in
teen
Crumbs.
years 1 have
April 17.
‘offered from Neural
town Thursday, the guest of Mrs. Ella
nftrlitional

Joseph Peterson,

13.

__

years

*

Flora Gilley is at home after spendw inter at a commercial college in
Portland. She will soon take up her duties

Castine, is employed
Staples' drug store.
Stephen Smallirtge and wife, who have
ASHYILLE.
been spending a few weeks in Lincoln, re
W. H. Hall, who has been ill, is out turned Friday.
again.
Mrs. S. A. Hill will liave h?r spring
School commenced this morning, George millinery opening Wednesday and ThursPatten, of Sullivan, teacher.
d ly of this week.
Miss Ethel Martin, who ^ employed at
Shirley Graves and CJeorge Kimball,
Mrs. C. H. Preble’s, Sullivan, was at home s:udents at Harvard law
sehool, came
Sunday.
home Friday for the spring fecess.
Fred Patten and wife, of East Sullivan,
Palm Sunday was appropriately observed
were in town yesterday, guests of E. J.
in St. Mary's church by the younger numRobertson.
bers of the girl’s choir carrying palm
Mrs. Nellie Martin, of East Sullivan, branches.
Rko.
of her aunt, Lizzie M.
was the guest
April 17.
Bunker, Sunday.
SOUTH SURRY.
Mrs. Emma Carpenter left to-day for
Volney Coggins shot a w ild goose last
Bangor to attend the Methodist conference
Saturday.
held there this week.
W. I). Treworgy and wife came home last
Bertie Johnson, who has been employed
to stay Wednesday.
at John H. Tracy’s at the Point, finished
Miss Lydia Young has gone to Bine hill
his job last week and returned home.
to work for Mrs. Edwin Babson.
B.
April 17.
Ed. M. Cunningham started to-day for
time.

Charles E. B. Stanley, of Spring Point returned home.
I
ledge light station, arrived at Mark Island
Mr. Crocker, of Bangor, has been at the
April 3 to assume his new duties as Point a day or two looking over his cotkeeper. His wife and son Randall will tage and making some
repairs.
live there with him.
Hollins Dobbin, former assistant-keepMrs. Fred A. Torrey has been qdite ill
er of Crabtree’s ledge light, has been apfor two weeks or more. Dr. B. L. Noyes
pointed keeper of Moose Peak light at
and a trained nurse from Portland are
Jonesport.
caring for her, and a host of friends exMr. and Mrs. Wright, who have been
tend their sympathy.
the winter with their daughter,
spending
Everything is booming in town now. Mrs. A. L. Young, have returned to their
Many men are here, and more arriving home in Goulds boro.
A
every day for work on the quarries.
E.
April 17.
large fleet of vessels is in the harbor,
mostly three-masters to load stone.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Elmer E. Spofford is building a house on
W. W. Jellison began work on his coalthe main street of the village, next to the wharf last week.
house built by Mrs. Mary E. Wells last
John Stanley, of Manset, spent Sunday
year. He is also finishing another house, with El well Jellison.
which he recently bought partly completed.
Lewis Jordan and Allen Crabtree are
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
W illiam C. Tapley, keeper of the Deer
building a herring weir.
Island thoroughfare light station, left
Mrs. E. F. Sylvester is recovering from
W. P. Clarke and I. L. Crabtree have
an attack of sciatica.
April 4 for his new place at Ram Island
their houses.
ledge station. His wife will continue her recently painted
Miss Hattie Hatch is home from visiting
business here. All are sorry to have Mr.
High school closed Friday after a term in Brooklin and Brooksville.
of
ten
weeks
W.
P.
Clarke.
leave.
taught by
Tapley
The spring term of school opened MonThe steamer Norumbegn has taken the
A raid was made April 1 by
Deputyday with Mertie Small as teacher.
Sheriffs Eaton and Barbour, on the house place of the Sappho between Mt. Desert
Mrs. Fred Rackliff has been spending a
of an Italian, where they secured two bar- Ferry and Bar Harbor.
few days in Rockland with her sisters,
rels of beer and several bottles of
Jellison
who
has
been
Ellery
spending Mrs. Galen Hicks and Mrs. Sarah Carleton.
liquor.
Another seizure was made at the steam- the winter at W. P. Clarke’s, and attendWillard G. Haskell has moved into the
boat wharf April 8, and a large lot of ing school, returned last week to his home
house owned by Mrs. Sarah D. Pressey, at
barrels of cider taken.
at White Head.
Deer Isle. Mrs. Haskell’s mother, Mrs.
April 13.
Spec.
C.
April 17.
Mary Powers, will live with them.
G.
MARLBORO.
April 17.
SEDGWICK.
Miss Katie McIntyre is working at John
Clams in abundance are in evidence at
BROOKSVILLE.
the factory, bat help is scarce.
Douglass’.
The ladies’ club met this week with
Miss
of
Mrs. Jennie Byard, of
is
May West,
Lamoine,
working Mrs. Nellie Grindle.
Massachusetts, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. L. J. 8ylvester. at George Treadwell’s.
Capt. Kane, of Bluehill, has purchased
There was a chopping-bee at Nahum
Capt. YettB H. Cain came op from Isle
Mildred May, of Curtis
the schooner
au
Haut, last Saturday and returned Hodgkins’ last Tuesday.
Durgain.
•
Mrs. Edward Treadwell, of Ellsworth,
Sunday.
Mrs. Abbie Roper and daughter Carrie
is with her son George, whose wife is ill.
W. W. Lufkin leaves for North Brookshave
Brooklin to visit Mrs.
gone to
ville to-day, to run a circular saw foi
Mrs. Harry Brown, of Ellsworth, spent
Roper’s sister.
Curtis Durgain.
a few days last week with Mrs.
George
Mrs. Everett Douglass and son Harvey
W. H. Stanley and wife left for Brewei Treadwell.
have gone to Bar Harbor where Mrs.
last Sat urday, Mrs. Stanley to visit rela
Miss Grace Stratton, who has been with
Douglass is employed.
lives; Mr. Stanley to seek work.
Mrs. S. H. Remick the past few weeks, has
C.
April 14.
Rufus A. Hall, who has been spending t returned to her home in Lamoine.
17.
few weeks with his father,
April
Are.
SEAWALL
J.
G
Capt.
Hall, has returned to Massachusetts fo:
John Dolliver, of Oak Point, visited his
SURRY.
the summer.
brother Dudley last Sunday.
Capt. N. J. Kane has bought a fishing
Andrew J. Sinclair, a veteran of th<
Mrs. Amos Newman is slowly improving
boat.
Civil war, died of pneumonia April 12, a
and is trying to do some of her own
F. L. Jordan left Saturday to go mate of
bis home, aged about liity-five
housework.
He leaves a widow, two sons and tw
daughters. His son, who is working fo
F. J. Sargent, is ill with the same diseas }

Freeman’s

tractors.

COUNTY NEWS.

r*r

M’KINLEY.

Fred

RkSOLUriONP OF KR8PKCT.

11.

Helen Sawyer is on duty in J. T. R.
clothing store.
William F. Mason left last week for
I Port Clyde, Marshall’s Point, in the era| ploy of the light-house board of con-

■.

and
Mrs. William Herrick
daughter
Eva, of West Brooklin, have moved into
A. J. Atherton’s house.
Mrs. Nellie Stanley and daughter Abbie

wish him

reception,

1.

Jessie Uwton is assistant clerk
for A. I. Holmes.
Miss

I

Surplus. $50,000.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

appropriation to reduce the town debt.
Mias Anna M. Gott has returned from a
Lottie Leach, who had been seriously ill
are home from
Fitchburg, Mass., after trip to Portland.
for several months, died April 6, aged
The Ys. will meet with Miaa Chaffey
spending the winter there.
thirty-one years. She will be widely
W. K. Blaisdell, who has been the Tuesday evening.
mourned, for she was a young lady of rare
blacksmith here for the past two years,
Mrs. Lewis Wilson, of Northeast Hardisposit ion, excellent character and had a
has moved away.
Many are sorry to lose bor, has been here for the past few days.
host of friends.
him.
Mrs. Eunice Eaton and daughter Bessie
Rev. F. V. Stanley, who has served the
Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M., enter- have returned from Bangor, and will open
three
here
for
Methodist people
years,
hall Friday eve- their house for the summer.
will be assigned to another charge the tained the ladies at their
The first part of the evening was
The remains of James H. Eaton, whose
coming conference year. He will leave ning.
after death occurred in
with the regrets of all, both in and out of pleasantly spent in playing games,
Bangor last winter,
a bountiful collation was served in
were brought here for interment Friday.
the church, for he is a young man of many which
hall. The rest of the evening
virtues and few' feults, with rare good the banquet
Mrs. J. T. Knowlton and daughter Miss
his ways, was spent in a photographic contest.
sense and circumspect in all
Gertrude are home from Providence, R. I.,
Femme.
Une
17.
April
and
will
of
good
all,
have
been
winning the respect
where they
spending the
the most cordial

|

The First National Bank,

have

season.

April

Leverett Gilley

born to

Miss

are

they

where

son was

Miss

ing

Swan’s Island.
Mrs.

little

and wife

j

Concord,

is home from

Mass., where she has spent
A. G. Blake has gone a trip with Ca
H. C. Stewart on the schooner Maine to

sea-

son

Leroy Ward well

Sunday evening.

A

the winter.

same,

in others—not very bad for this

Judge

is

the

Easter concert at

an

church next

Mrs. Susan

growing

and

places

Since this Bank was established it lias never
'I ou can free
lost a letter sent it by U. S. Mail,
from
the
care of having surplus currenyourself
with us.
cy on hand bv opening an account
At any time you wish currency to use at
once, we can send it by Registered Mail. Insured,
to any address, without cost or risk to you.

County St

W. Ellis, who has been ill, in able t<

C.

Tramp.

17.

nHititinnal

man

Mrs. Emma
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SOUTH WEST HARBOK.

Sunday.

church aid circle met in the ladies’

parlor

Harbor accord's summer list, is large
than that of all the other papers printei
in Hancock county.

York.

Sargent-

at

were

Dell. He will take a load of stone from
i the White Granite Co.’s wharf to New
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on

business.

merely local papers. The circula
tion of The American, barring the Ba

rest

Edith Mayo has gone to Boston

Miss
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pital for treatment for appendicitis.
Capt. W. V. Coggins went to Bluehill
this morning to join the pchooner Hatel
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The American has

BATH ROOMS.

PAY, NO

WASH KB."

All klnda of laundry worK done at short n«
ice. Goode called for and delivered.
H. B. KSTEY * CO.,
Weal Bad BrMee.
Kllsworftfc. *•

Pauper Notice
contracted with the City
B1J»
worth to support and
HAVING
for those wbt
need
year
of

care

m-ty

assistance
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Etgal Notice*.

rod* to said Mount Tteaerl street; thence weal*
erly but following said Mount Desert street
five rml* to the place of beginning. Contain'
log one fourth of an acre more or lean together with building* and fixtures thereon
Beiugell thraam* land conveyed to said Ha rah
K. Haltsbury by * hrlstophir and Mar> Havein
by deed dated November 14, 1478, and recorded
Octobef 22. 1471, In the H glairy of Deed* lor
Hancock County. Maine, Vol. 1A0, Page 87, to
which deed and the word thereof express
reference la made.
citing the same pren;!aea conveyed to tl*<
aald Degrasae Fox by Harah K. Wallabury by
deed dated October It, 1191, and recorded iu
Hancock Regia try of Deed a. Hook 243. Page 421,
being deacr|t>ed in the Inventory of aafrl e«tate mh parcel
“No. I Equity m c dtage and
lot known aa “CorneraiBfCt.
situated at the
corner of Mount De>ert and Kebo streets, Har
Harbor. Maine containing one-quarter of ail
acre, *u?;Jen to two mortgages. lo wit:
fallen
Kmlen Phillip* for *’?.<«> and tfiterlft at « per
cent, from April Jl. IlM, aim mortgage U» HenJam in Htrong for 4U4X> with Interest, at 4 p*
« ent. from
April 4, MW*" together with such
taxea or other liens a« have been paid by auch
mortgage* or either of them.
Hecond. A certain tract of land with the
building* thereon atanding, bounded and deacribed a* foilowe, to wit:
Commencing on '-he cant aide of Kebo a>r««t,
at the corner of land owned by the Mai vei n
Motel anti {.and
Irnoroveinent
Company,
thence aouth 80V (eighty nine and one quarter degrees) ea*», ten (JO; roda to land of A it.
Cub* Ingham; thence in a northerly direction,
fix rod* and live lluka, by aald Cunningham'*
line to K. H. JCIttredge'a aouth line; then s
westerly bv land of said
Kittredge and
Hlephfn Hallahury, ten (I0> rods end seventeen
(17) link* to the caet aide <#f Kebo street;
thence eoutberly by line of Kebo atreet, eight
($) roda and seventeen (17) link* to the place
of beginning.
Being the same real eatite conveyed to the
aald Degrassc Fox by Oeorge liunty by two
deeda, one dated July 7, A, If. 1447, and record'd in the Hancock Registry of Deeds, Vol.
218. Page 421, and the other dated June n,
A. 1>. 1444 end recorded aa aforesaid in Vol.
220. Page 14:, and being the same property described in th» inventory of the estate of
Degress* Fox aforesaid a* parcel “No. 2,
Kquity in Hardy lot so called, situated on
Kebo street. Bar Harbor, Maine, adjoining
land of the Ma'vern Hotel & baud Improvement Company, containing 7 ift of an acre, together with Hardy collage and Oerenium cottage and Hardy atable thereon, subject to
mortgage to the Mar Harbor Banking At Trait
and lute rest at ti per cent,
Company for
from July 1.
and subject also to any
faxes or other Ileus on «aid property paid by
the mortgagee.

pngr.\

one hundred end two mere* more or Iom,
ncc >rdln/ to » aurvey of the name made by
M. ffftinnr, atirvryor, Nov w. jrm|.

ell
Ifi

Alto ftll the Inter# * of Hluro JT Kntery,
Iloee II. Kmmry, Jarrd emery and Hophia
Kmrry In the narrow atrip of lend between
*
id above d( aerified parcel and aald Town
mu Hoed.
Being the aame prertlaea conveyed to he
bald UefrMee Ft* by Hium .J Km**r>, Koee
M. Knit ry, Jared Kmery and Hophia Kmrry,
deed d^iei JJteemLc* I, A l). IHAi, and .eroided Ih Hancock reglalry of deeda. vol inn,
pig* 174, Hiibh gfto it nioitgagi- Hi 92,000 to
i'rackltn A
WfHii.. wlih murni at « per
cont. from July SI, ixti, and anhject alno to
taurwon aald properly for the year 1001 (mi l
bv lb# aald mortgagee
Maid parcel being de»
aerloed In the Inventory of the eatate of the
*al« Degruaae Koa »« follows: "N<
\ lenity
In farm In tSmery rtUtrlcl known aa the
I)egra*ae Fr»* farm, with hulioing* thereon
nr.(l con fair InK IWJ a- r»
Meet to mortgage
for $’.hflhto Franklin A Wlhftn with Inti real
at fl per cent, from July 'll, l«04."
Hlalh
Three ocrtiin lota or parodu of land
• Iteftted In that part Of M*n m own a* Mar
Harbor in *nld count/ of Hancock, bounded
end described ca follow a:
Flr*t
beginning at a atakc on tin- north
erly aide of Kden Hrect on the eaat line of
Unrf formerly belonging to .Jam** Fddv Ukl
void by him to Homey and How; Iheoce Jollowing the «ant line of aald land formerly
belonging Mi Jam*# Pridy, north forty eight
and one lourl h degreea eaal, Ilf e«*n rod a and
M*« nty-lbr* c linka to a alnkc, tb'-nce aouth
forty-four and one-ball deg»ee* eaat, by Und
f rmerly of *aid Jami a hddy eight loda to an
lr«»n bolt I'i the ledge at the land of T I. lion*
trt»; thence aouth fllty n« *r**a weal by land of
aald Roberta and land of Andrew Oott, >t»Ir>
lean rod a and foil' llnka lo a cedar afakn In
be northerly line of aald Kden afreet.; then 04
by aald atr*-» ii'-rthU'eMe/jy «igm mo* to the
Haiti lot contain# live*
place of beginning
eighth* of an acre more or lea*.
«

r.'Hinn ir,£

nr:

at,

art

iron

ii'ii set

in

the ff'ourid ill ill#- noolliMMil line of !«*»d
formerly of Arthur W. KIJ* at th* northern
cttrnrf
of land 6f A on row J fJdtt, thence
north forty nine drrffr* <* fotty otii* decree*
forty fl»f mlnu'Mi r»»i hot alwav* fhJJo lug
■aid routheaat line of aaid land formerly Of
ftllamlnety ae*cn au l on* half feet more or
lee* to » « aff* in (fee eaeterh corner of *ehj
Klim lot; tb*n<■* north fifty m-ren degree* fifteen minute* w*-ot hut always following tf*«
northeastern line of **ld Rl»« lot a* van m l
oot'bftlf f*«t mor* or Jew* Ui an Iron holt In
the tfouUi* tn corner of laud formerly of
Jarne* fcddy; than' • north fifty tllft^o* ra«t
hot alwaya following Iks •outheaatern Htin of
aald tot formerly of f&ddy kiiiy-o/in and
#• Iffht tenth* feet to an Iron bolt in the rrreelr;
A cfrwiri I'-'
rnlrn
of
J»twl
sitparcel
uatu-d in that part of the town of F.d©rj, Han- (htiiK* south ijfht degree* ant ninety three
cock county, htate of Maine, known as Mar and Mvta tenth* fret U; an Iron boh; then#,*
Harbor, bounded and d< scribed aa foiiowa, to on warn* C(.un* to the r^otrr of the pome
road knovo a« Went street; thence w««t#rly
wit;
but »!»*>* following raid r«nt#r of »*ld atre*1
Begi nninK at an i roo holt on Keh© street, at Ur
a
production of fro nor» he»*tern Jin* of
the south corner of Jand owned by Morris K
J. halt; thence north
Jesap; thence running aouth seventy-three »*i«l lot of Andrew
and one-baif degree* east ninety-five feet, on forty'On* degreea wea- hut clway* following
line of land of ssid Morris K. Jesup; thence the- *,aid northeastern line of aald fiolt lot,
north seventy-nine and one half degrees cast aod aald north***! era 'to* produced to the
Iron »,< It at the point of beginning
one hundred and if ;?ty-«-;gbt feet, to an Iron
Third; Beginning on the northern aide of
bolt at the jand '» the Maivern Hotel and
Land improvement Company; thence south Jtdan a*re*» *r the southern for nut of land
sis degrees a->d live ruinates west thirty-two fi rtnarlr of Arthur W. Klia and now or formrods *nd eighteen >jnk« to an Iron holt; erly of I, T»i lor fslr kaon; theory northeastthence north eighty-three degree* and fifty- er,, ont a waya foilowloff the *ootb*fc#Urtt
line of aald <nd formerly of KIU to the w**tfive rntnures wev. lour?' en rod* and five link*
by line of and of said Malvern Hotel and ern corner '/f land formerly of Thorns*
Land Improvement < ornpany to land of Lmi.y hl|«iui and now or formally of aaid L Taylor
Living von; thence north sis degrees and five I>lo**on; thence toatb forty-one degrees e**t
follow!? g t
*/ojthw*«bcr» line
bat
da and eleven
minute* east, twenty -seven
of Mid lari'* formerly of If -ffglni to the northlinks to an Iron boil; thence north twentynine and one-baif d*-/rees east, one and three- em corner of a certain lot of land conveyed
fifths rod* to place of be ginning, containing by aald Andrew J Oott to the Inhabitant* of
t.,e town of Kden, by deed daud August 21, A
two and five-clgb ha -or* * more or less.
Being a part of the iA«i* real estate con- Jr, l«w. and r»o/f')»d In the Kane ok fikkUtff
-V»
hen"
south
veyed to toe said LeLrssse F©x by William of J>- d* #4ook 2V».
mfn it#* west hut atk
White by deed dsied January *. IMF/, and »,aty degree* thirty
ih*
northwestern
of
*ald
JJn-following
**y*
of
VcL
recorded in Hancock
Leeds,
gistry
Jot Mr cor. .eyed U# the town '/f ftden. one HwhI kb. Fag* >Ai
The remainder of the real e*■
dr»d and twenty two and seven tenth* fret
Late thus con Try ed having I een conveyed oy
o-thern *U e • 1 **‘d Kdeo
/jiore or .e*«r to ifce
the said Legra*ire F» z to the Malv*>n Hot*
and Land Improvement Company The above a'reet; th *-#'*• oorthw# ttwrly hat alwaya
etreet u> t*»* piaoe of «*fO.oowicff **.•for which
.ena* to se.J U asked »%
property
ere on.
To*( ether ».‘.h noil ; > /-ic»
subject to a mortgage from the said Legrasse h»ffinninff
•:
f'r*rii>K the earn* premj*#-* conv4
by the
Foa to Anna L Kcott, guardian of Mary L
cw.i/.mioff Pool Out U/ l.uere |j. f#*raay, by
os*. and recorded In
dcott. dated Aprs.
Hancock kegisWV of Leeds. Boo* »l. Fage k*. deed d«te.o JhrfhwHx it. IcV,, to t* recorded
ce
Ifao'.o it r.oon
Maine, fteyl»lry of
Ha'd mortgage having been after ware* as- l-j
signed i/f Anna L Hcoft and Mary L, Hootl to Jieed*
i*
it e *, ed
Tfai*
properly
*ebjeet Jo th*
r'.aner
and
Anra
X>.
Karrisor,
ftcois,
Leorge
a
trustees, br instrument dated
January 2:, rijfbt* of the fown of K Jen U# rn*. <>t«jsr/T. asd recorded a* aforesaid, Book v s. Fag- *e»er ihr-.^yh tr * *aw,e.
f> i#»&5 Ur*
The said
Ha acock Beg.stry of Leeds
property oor. *ey«o ,y
« ed
ere 15 r>e»»>
'rtf.* »•
/>-y»**ae Jo
y
Anna tj hcoVt. tr ;*iee, has since deceased.
••'.
*no ;ro, o* 4
and the said Leo'ge Harrison Fisher, surviv- d«t«d H-ptearUf 14. e S#
fiook
r><
e*a
shifeoi
l'*ye
*s
no.Us
»atd
ing trustee, now
mortgage which
for the sum ©f V1! >.o and interest thereon at rand *ueject also
per cent from Aprt. CT.
i to any lazes or ot/.er ,;,t* which may fca.e
1
d-aid pare*; bebeen p»-d by said mortgagee
«->✓ •. o• d
*.of y ef
**;;.*•
in *.r*e is.
u*
o
I
Foa as
&e es'ate of said Lygrasee
K/{uity io lot on K»"i stre*1. B«r Harbor.
#!*f Harbor lb
Ma.ne. adjoln.ng the iandof Morris i£. J*»up.
■
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might
inquiry

it was
away, also his daughter—no one at horn*
but little Genie Lfttty, his niece, wh(
apparently did not understand the natun
of

PLEASES

ROUTE

OF

the

contract

she

was

making

TOUCH WITH COUNTY SEAT.

she

help
receiving
Last Wednesday morning at 7 o’clock
to stand by
he concluded
crowd
the
the staunch little pn^eller Percy V.,
his little niece had made. S<
contract
the
Oapt. A. E. Smith, leB the wharves at while she started in to
peel the potatoes
Ellsworth for her initial trip over the
Cunningham and Moore peeled of
route recently established by the Ells- Sowle,
their coats, pre-empted the kitchen, reworth,|Bluehill & Swan’s Island steamplenished the fire, and in a surprisingly
boat line.
called all hands to as sumptuW. E. Schwarts, of short time
Besides her
assurances

on

Cbm den,

owner,
she had on board

as

a

of

lay-out

a

ous

passenger

and tea

boiled

of

as

and

eggs
ever set

was

potatoes
Isle, Judge E. P. Spofford,
Brave Miss Genie unearthed pies and cake
following from Ellsworth: Col.
did valiant service as waiter, bul
C. C. Burrill, representing the Burrill galore,
when she beheld the
national bank and Hancock county sav- nearly collapsed
bound for Deer

and the

dishes she’d

Holmes, representing the
Austin H. Joy,
bank,
grocer, Abie L. Friend, clothier, George
IV. Whiting, W. H. Grihdal, representing

ings bank,

R. B.

Mr. Lunt

national

First

A Wescott, hardware, E. G.
Moore, druggist, O. W. Tapley, insurance,
B. T. Sowle, insurance, Harry E. Rowe,
representing E. E. Rowe, carriage manufacturer, \V. W. Morrison, representing
Morrison, Joy & Co., hardware, J. A.
Cunningham, insurance, J. A. Haynes, of
Floyd & Haynes, George P. Smith, representing the Reliable Clothing Co., F. W.
Rollins, postmaster of Ellsworth, and

|

sired at

this

sixty

cases are

packed

Then the whistle sounded for “all
aboard’’, and start was made for

a warm

welcome and

kept on deck and enjoyed the
familiar sights along the river and upper
bay. The first landing was at
SURRY,

the Crockett line at Conhad
The severe winter
played havoc with the wharf and its sur-

at the wharf of
tention Cove.

to

come

promptly

announced

ashore.

®

The

On

ready begun.
Two passengers bound west were taken
The boat then started
on at this landing.
on her way over the bay.
No stop was
made at South Surry on this trip, as there
were no passengers ,to land and no signal
flying to indicate that there were any to

Hayward

in Orono.

leaving the wharf

a

Owen Williams and wife have returned
a trip to Massachusetts.
Leslie A. kittle is employed
Ma^ne seaport survey.

At South Bluehill

a

stop of half

hour

an

j steamboat

tow

to

an an-

(a

case

day, but
capacity
help.

is
on

contains

four dozen

cans)

running only half
account of the scarcity
now

a

its
of

Here the genial Mr. Schwartz and the

dignified judge of the western Hancock
municipal court, Judge Spofford, left the
party and boarded the Juliette, which had
arrived from Bluehill, and the start was
made for the next regular landing—
WEST

TREMONT,

and here sixteen able-bodied
about noon,
with them.

men

landed

taking their appetites

ashore

j

1

West Tremont is not as large ]
on Mt. Desert
island, but it has a splendid harbor, and is
a thrifty community mostly engaged in
fishing. There are three stores, one kept
other settlements

as some

by

F. W.

hunt,

one

by

B. B.

Reed, and

one

by L. W. Rumill, who is also postmaster.
Mr. Lunt
man or

culty.

can

accommodate

a

wayfaring

two at meals without much diffiFortunately for him he was not at

iUjbcrtisnncnte.

Over-Work Weakens
Your Kidneys.
Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Elood.
All the blood in your body passes through
your kidneys once every three minutes.
The kidneys are your
.smii
_,

oiooa

j

kidney trouble.
Kidney trouble

purmers. they tilout the waste or

ter

impurities in the blood.
If they are sick or out
of order, they fail to do

their work.
Pains, aches and rheumatism come from excess of uric acid in the
Wood, due to neglected
causes

quick

or

unsteady

heart beats, and makes one feel as
though
they had heart trouble, because the heart is

over-working in pumping thick, kidneypoisoned blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinary
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly

all constitutional diseases have their beginning in kidney trouble.
If you are sick you can make no mistake
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
and the extraordinar/effect of Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy is
soon realised.
It stands the highest for its
wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
ana is soia on its merits

by all druggists
cent

in

fifty- g

and one-dollar siz-

[

sample bottle by mail nome of s^p-Root.
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
Mention

Don’t make any mistake, but remember the
Swamp-Boot. Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Boot,
address, Binghamton, N. Y., on every

name.

and the
bottle.

i

I

Afflicted With La
Cured by Pe-ru-na.

Alarmingly

Mrs. Mary W. Chamberlain, of Rancor,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. B.

is

Grippe.

Gardner.

D. D. Swazey is about completing a tine
log-cabin at Dead river for Fred Bands, of

The

Boston.
Delano, of

Kara

spending the

Michigan,

has

Grip is Properly Termed
Epidemic Catarrh.

been

relatives in

week with his

As Pe-ru-na Cures

town and in Verona.

Every Form
of Catarrh, It Has Relieved
More Cases of Grip Than
All Other Remedies
Combined.

White and w’ife and Miss Martha
White will leave early in June for Decatur,
111., where they wili reside in the future.
Ben. F. Gilley, formerly of Bucksport,
now in Barre, Vt., has been appointed assistant chief of the fire department of that
II. G.

town.
Albert
assistant

has

Avery

where he has

gone

to

berth for the

a

engineer

on

Portland,

summer

the steamer

as

M#rry-

The first salmon of the season were
on Saturday when A. H. Whitmore
and Elmer Barnard each landed a fine fish
from their weirs.

The first

baseball

game of the

season

played on the seminary grounds on
Saturday, E. M. C. 8. defeating Hampden
academy by a score of 3 to 2.
Rev. J. N. Tranmer preached his farewas

well
on

sermon

Sunday.

cessor

will

■5

church
It is understood that his sucbe Rev. T. W. Hunter, of

in the Franklin street

Booth bay Harbor.

Mrs. S. R. Dunham, of Duck Cove, died

April 17, aged sixty-se%en

She
years.
one son-Al-

besides her husband
Irving
bert, and two daughters—Mrs.
Heath, of Cambridge, Mass., and Mrs. H.
A. McFarland, of Brighton, Mass.
The Jolly Old Girls whist club gave a
gentlemen’s night in Union hall on

Thursday evening, whieh was a most enjoyable affair. The first prizes were won
by George P. Homer and Mrs. George P.
Homer, and the booby souvenirs, by Mrs.
W. A. Remick and 11. Rufus Googins.

ION W H. PARSONS',

m

k

1

The Fear of Grip Makes People
Nervous.
There is no remedy in the world th%t
meets the conditions produced by the
grip better than Teruna.
Peruna strengthens as It renovates,
soothes while it stimulates, heals as it
expurgates.
Peruna Is not a purgative, or cathartic
or sedative, or stimulant, nor a vegetable
mineral poisou.
It reaches tne Source of all diseases of
the mucous membranes by its action on
the vaso-motor system of nerves.

After-Effects of the

Grip.

925 H.5t.,N.W.,

WASHINGTON. D.C

<

W. H. Parsons is Ex-State Senator and Ex-Special Judge of the Supreme
Court of Texas, and was also Bripadier-tienernl in Confederate Army. In
a recent letter from 925 H street, N. W., Washington, D. 0.f thU prominent
gentleman says:
“Upon the recommendation of personal frirnds and many strong testimonials as to the efficacy of Peruna In the treatment of the numerous
symptoms of the grippe with which I have been afflicted for four months
past, / have been induced to undergo a treatment with this Justly celebrated formula. / feel a decided change for the better after using it onlyone week.
“It Is especially good In toning up the stomach and has had a decided
effect upon my appetite. / therefore feel much encouraged that / am on
the road to complete restoration.
••My numerous friends In Texas, where I have hod the honor to command
a brigade of her Veteran Cavalry In a four years’ war, may ai'rept this volnntur*'testimonial to the merit* of peruna as a sense of obligation on un
part for its wonderful efficacy.”—W. II. Parson*.

Every person who has had la grippe
during the last year should take a course
of Peruna. No one need expect perfect
during forty years* experience and still than a dozen iMittles after the trou »le
recovery unless they do so.
occupies the unique position of being has become deep-seated.
The grip has\produced catarrhal in- the
leading (if not the only) specific
Miss Eug/*nic Ln fortune of 110 Berrie
flammation of the whole mucous memremedy for the after-effects of la grippe.
♦street, Montreal, Can., writes:
orane, and good health is impossible
No
Time
Like
the
Present.
until these are restored to a normal conIf you are suffering from the afterdition. This Peruna will do.
A great many remedies have been effects of la grippe—If you have besuggested for this condition from time to come discouraged in your attempts to
time, but Peruna is the only remedy cure yourself with other treatments,
that has any substantial value in these take a bottle of Peruna now.
caw^s.
A bottle of Peruna taken during the
It has never failed to give satisfaction beginning of the disease is worth more

“Peruna cured me of a severe case of
grippe when nothing else had any
effect on me. Five botths did the work
and they were worth hundred* of dollars for the comfort and health restored
to me. I therefore feel that the least I
can do Is to
gratefully acknowledge its
merits.*—Eugenie Lafortune.
1®

*

A reward of $10,000 has been deposited in the Market Exchange Bank, Columas a guarantee that the above testimonial is genuine; that we hold
in our possession authentic letters certifying to the same.
Every one ot our testimonials are genuine and in the words of the one whose name is appended.

bus, Ohio,

route.

made, enabling the party to call at
OFF FOH HOMES.
the postoffice, report by telephone
to
| On Thursday morning at 7 o’clock th*'
Ellsworth, and inspect the olam-eanning I
start was made for home. It was planned
This I
factory of Eaton & Simpson.
to spend an hour on the fishing grounds
factory is putting up from fifty to sixty I
cases

Was

the

on

Northern

chorage in the harbor was given the Franconia, of Ellsworth, Capt. Young, which
had been hauled up here all winter, and
BUSY TIMES AT THE WATER-FRONT.
was about to sail for Jonesport to load.
The railroad yard and water-front are
The Percy V. then started on the last leg
busy places just now, as Bncksport is beof her trip, and headed for
ing used as a base of supplies for the
come aboard.
Northern Maine Seaport railroad, and the
ATLANTIC,
So around Newbury Neck the
little the other terminus of the new steamboat yard-room is taxed to its capacity with
steamer ploughed her way, then around
route, thirty miles, in a direct line, from loaded tars.
the north end of Long Island, past BlueTwo steam-lighters, the Reliance and
Ellsw’orth, and about six miles from Mchill, where the Juliette was sighted about Kinley. On arrival the party was greeted leviathan, are making daily trips between
to start on her trip west through the
by Capt. A. C. Smith, who had arranged Buoksport aifti Stockton with all kinds of
Reach to Rockland.
with Mrs. Susan F. Pink ham, of the Island railroad supplies. The Pennsylvania Steel
SOUTH BLI EHILL
Rest cottage, to care for it during the stay. Co. will handle about 125 carloads of steel
was the next landing-place.
It is here
and a crew has been setting
| And royally her part of the contract was bridges here,
that connection is made with the boats fulfilled. A bounteous
derricks and making other preparations.
supper, comfortafor and from Rockland: they now, during j ble beds and a
With the extensive- addition to the
hearty breakfast met all the
the
steamboat wharf, the Grand Ranks fleet
three-trips-a-week schedule, run requirements of creature comfort.
through the Reach, stopping at Brooklin.
The rest of the day and the evening fitting out and the steamboat arrivals, it
Sedgwick, Sargentville, South Brooks- was spent about the village, most of the look$ something like old, times here.
ville, North Deer Isle and Dark Harbor party, with an eye to business, looking up
(Islesboro), but when the daily trips be- and talking over matters that would tend
LAKKWOOI).
gin these boat9 will come to. South Blue- to bring about closer relations between
Vernal Frazier has employment at Ravhill via Stonington and North Haven.
the termini of
th? newly-established
was

JUDGE OF THE SUPREME COURT

from

leaves

This little difficulty being patched up,
underpinning of one of
and were given ample opporthe sheds had been torn away by the ice, all landed,
and the building is standing nearly on tunity to inspect the village. Here are loend. The bridge from the wharf to the cated the large sardine factory of Underwood & Co., of Boston, and the fish wareshore is badly damaged.
houses of P. W. Richardson & Son, one of
Repairs will have to be made before
the largest concerns of the kind in Hanfreight can be handled, and the work of
cock county.
putting the property into shape has al-

roundings.

tha

taken

the “freedom of the city” to the visitors.
Postmaster J. G. Wilson, who was also
on the wharf, and who is treasurer of the
Tremont savings bank, assented to his
fellow-townsman’s proposition, but said
he must withhold the keys to the savings
hank’s vault, if Burrill and Holmes, representing rival institutions, were allowed

hands

EAST

fifty

to

A long stop was made nt this thriving
village. The first to greet the party on
landing was ex-County Commissioner
Perry W. Richardson, who gave the party

of the year, and all

season

where from

a

M’KINLEY.

could be de-

all that

for

was

I daily.

editor of The American.
vras

happy as the
good-bye, but it carried
lurking suspicion that he

wife was away,
short inspection
given
of George Davis’ clam-canning factory,
Time

of Stratton

The weather

waved

away with it a
thanked his stars that his

Wescatt,

grocer, Horace F.

Grindal,

C. H.

crowd

got to wash.
tried to look

River Town
the latent

fron

ham

fried

Getting Busy—All
Local Gossip.
MissGuida Homer is visiting Miss Ber-

The

whei

could satisfy th<
appetites of sixteen hungry men.
Mr. Lunt arrived in a few moments, anc

thought

she said she

BAY TOWNS IN CLOSER

EVERYBODY

((titsmnu.

nrcKSPORT

not have

OVER NEW STEAMBOAT ROUTE
OUT OF ELLSWORTH.
MTABL18HMENT

party arrived, for b<
survived the shock. Or
learned that Mrs. Lunt wai

the

borne when

INITIAL TRIP

R. J. Franklin and wife

were

down from

Methodist

COUNTY NEWS. west
COUNTY Ni:wrS.
Sunday.
Harbor, preached the sermon, and
Got additional CVtuntp A'etc* nee other payr*
ojrfifwto' ^nniK Vein *<»*• <»?s« rc»j?»
(
Mrs. Kllen Moore, of Boston, has respoke words of gomfort and consolation.
turned home after a few days’ visit w ith
The body was carried from the home,
CRANBERRY LSLE8.
H.VSS HARBOR.
her sister, Mrs. A. H. Wilbur.
where he had been the master for the last
between Swan’s Island and
Placentia.
The schools began last Monday.
Bonn- young ladies
Mrs. Charles McFarland, of Eden, and
pr sociable in
sixty-six years, and deposited in his own
The wind and choppy sea rather upset
Frank Mitchell’?* tx>at-hoc**1 (or the bent
Herbert White, of Seal Harbor, preached burial ground.
this part of the programme, and after Mrs. Sarah Moore, of Surry, were called
fit
of
the hall. The rV< •*£>£# were fl2.
here last Sunday.
R.
April 18.
fishing half an hour, it was given up as a here Sunday by the death of their father,
^Mrs. Ktta Billinas and daughter ar
Mrs. Mary 8. Stanley and Mrs. Elva A.
bad job. The only fish caught w as a fine Charles Garland.
LAST SULLIVAN.
moving into the Cough house. Their own
Stanley are in Ellsworth.
cod, which, before hay-scales
became
Miss Luc 11a Johnson is teaching at lab- home w ill be cloned for the present.
DEATH OF CHARLES GARLAND.
Mrs. Sadie Steele and Mias Eva Bunker
available, was estimated to weigh anyrador.
Charles Garland, an old and respected
where from five to fifty pounds.
Mrs. Homer Pettigrove, of New London,
Col.
are home from a visit to Bar Harbor.
Miss Rena Hooper is clerking at Bar is spending a few weeks with her mother,
Burrill was the lucky captor, and he was citizen, died April 14, at the home of his
William
P. Richardson came here last
son, James S. Garland,
Harbor.
Mrs. Frank Galley.
permitted to take it home with him.
week and moved his family and furniture
He had been in poor health for the past
The boat was then headed for McKinley,
t
Mrs. Butler is visiting her daughter,
Hiram Dix and wife, of Holden, hav
to Cape Elizabeth light station.
where Row'e and Morrison were set ashore two years, but it was not until a few
Mrs. Ruel Johnson.
come ‘auk to their old home, intending t<»
Lewis Whittaker has gone to Ellsworth
weeks ago that he was confined to the bed.
on the pretense of having some business
A vessel sailed out of the bay this live with their son Hiram. Mrs. Dix s- .n
for his mother and will go to housekeepat other points on the island.
Holmes had last Thursday a fcudden ill-turn in his
morning loaded with brick from Mr. Pat- feeble health.
in William P. Richardson’s house.
been left at Atlantic for the same alleged condition made it obvious that the end ing
ten’s yard the tirst of the season.
Bpkc.
April lh.
was near at hand.
Capt. Samuel N. Bulger went east last
purpose. All three showed up in EllsThe Daughters of Liberty gave a bookEverything was done to revive him, but week and bought a large sloop boat in
worth later in the week.
MINTl'RN.
at the hall Wednesday evening. A
The sail back to Ellsworth, where the in spite of all efforts, the feeble body which he expects to sail summer company. party
Mrs. Albion Stanley, who has been vtr
number gathered and spent a social
large
boat arrived at 2 o’clock, was without in- grew gradually weaker. Intense suffering
Schooner S. L. Foster, after having been
ill, is much better.
cident. She had been piloted out of the was endured for a time, and upon being owned here the last thirty years, has been evening. Ice-cream and cake were on sale.
Fred Wilbur and Hollis Rlaisdell r
Theodore
is building an extenJohnson
river Wednesday by a body (Maynard relieved he sank into a state of uncon- sold to Southwest Harbor
parties for cod
turned to their work in Stonington M
sciousness from which he did not
sive
man
a
another
she
was
in
hennery
;
commencing
rally.
Murch);
piloted
Thursday by a
fishing.
Mr. Garland was the last of a
new business when
Sow'le.
Sow’le declared he knew every
beyond Dr. Osier’s day.
family of
DEATH OF WILLIAM P. PREBLE.
School began here last Monday, taught
dead-line.
rock in the river, and every time she hit twelve children. He was eighty-five years
William P. Preble, ninety-four years
by Mrs. Orpha Stewart in the grammar,
one he exclaimed:
“There’s one of ’em of age. His course through life was one
Mrs. Froiiia Martin Gumming is spendand Miss Sylvia Norton in the primary.
now!
I told you 1 knew' all about ’em.”
of straightforwardness. He led a blame- and one week old, the oldest inhabitant in
ing a few days at home before returning
The only thing to mar the pleasure of less life. In his
Mrs. Blanche Dunham, who lias beeu
religious principles he this town, died April 13. He was born in to'North Easton. The warmest sympathy
the entire trip was the loss of a card
by was faithful, and persistent in all York, April 6,1811, and came to Mt. Desert
Joy, on which were some important busigoes out to her in her widowhood, who caring for her mother, Mrs. A. R. Stanl-y,
church work as long as his
ness memoranda.
If found he will be
physical con- Bock lighthouse station, where his father only last October went out from among us returned to her home at I>eer Isle Satthankful for its return.
was the keeper, at the age of eighteen
dition would permit.
a bride. Mr. and Mrs. Camming belonged
The following winter he came here
He was a devoted husband and
J.
to John Dority grange, and Mr. Gumming
April 17.
father, years.
State Grange to Meet in llangor.
genial towards all, and always had a to teach and since that time has been had made many friends during his brief
identified with the interests of this
A man who is making a night of it
At the last meeting of the executive pleasant word for the
closely
unfortunate, thereassociation with this part of the town.
N
town.
never thinks of the morning after.
committee of the Maine State
grange, by gaining a host of friends, both old and
Rev. Oscar G'. Barnard preached his last
On April 4, 1839, he married Mrs. Abigail
held at Bangor, it was voted to hold the y°ung, who deeply mourn his loss.
It’s quite easy to convince some married
sermon of the conference
year Sunday
C. Spurling by whom he had seven chilnext annual session of the State grange in
He leaves a widow' and one
men that it is good to be alone.
son—James,
Easter
sermon
with
of
special
Lakew'ood, and four daughters Mrs
that city.
dren, only two of whom are now living— morning—an
‘•Does your wife ever give you a piece of
Charles McFarland, of Eden, Mrs.
Sarah Mrs. Horace G. Bunker, of Westfield, N. music by the choir, Mrs. Harry Hill and
A strong effort was made to have this
her mind?” asked the big man on ticMoore, Mrs. Thankful Garland, of Surry
Carol
Mr.
Clark
Barnard’s
accompanist.
and Mrs. Fannie A. Spurling, of Boothsession in Lew iston, but Bangor prevailed. and Mrs. Abi
J.,
of
Garland,
“Never!” replied the meek litLakewood, who
The meeting will be held next December. have the heartfelt sympathy of the com- bay, who with Mrs. Elmenia T. Preble, salary apportioned to this part of the tow n platform.
has been paid with little effort, and a bal- tle man. “You are lucky.” “No, she
Funeral services were held at the widow of his son William
munity.
of
H.,
the Free Christian church Sundav.
ance remains.
The people have more and doesn’t give me a piece of her mind; she
In- Chicago, have
CHURCH NOTES.
tenderly cared for him durterment was at Greenwood cemetery.
gives me all of it.”
more appreciated his spiritual life, scholaring the last two years of his life.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Seven years ago he had a paralytic shock ly sermons and the way he has gone about
MOl'TH OF THE RIVER.
his Father's business, and have given exRev. J. P. Simon ton, pastor.
5i^trt££imTlt8.
and bis death was daily expected for a
pression to the fact.
21—Prayer meeting at
but
he
rallied
and
took
an
18.
active
H.
w'eek,
April
Ella
T

the

hatchery

J^riday’

M. Jude visited friendH here

Sunday, April 23—No morning service.
Sunday school assisted by choir will give
an

Easter concert at 7 p.

m.

Bayside—Preaching Sunday

m.

Mr. Simonton.

BAPTIST.
Rev. P. A. A. Kill am,

at

10.30

a.

pastor.

Sunday, April 23—Morning service at
Sunday school at 11.46. Praise and
preaching service at 7 p. m.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Friday evening.
10.30.

CONGREGATION A L.
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.

Sunday, April 23— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Vesper service by the children, assisted by the choir,
at 4 p. m.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, April 23—Easter service at 10.3C
a. m.;
subject of sermon: “Influence oc
Conduct of the Faith in Immortality.’
A collection will be taken in behalf of th«
missionary week of the American Unitarian association. Sunday school at 11.46

week.

Angie Alley,

last

interest in

Oak Point, visited rela-

Wilson

visited her aunt,

everything

around

him

failed.

established the first postoffice here,
the postmaster for many years.
Hehad held the office of first selectman
He

Mrs.

Nettle Murch, recently.
Willie N. Holt, who has been
employed
in New York all
winter, is home.
Thaddeus Smith, of Hancock
Point, was
the guest of W. L. Remick and
wife Sun-

and

was

years than any other man in town,
faithful to his trust in every way.
During the last few years he had lost his
eyesight to a great extent, and although
more

and

was

minister at

South*

until

BLUEHILL.

December since when he gradually

last
of

lives here last week.
Alive

Allrich, the

over

Mrs.

Frank. Davis has gone to Bangor.

Mrs. Olds, who has been spending some
time with relatives in the West, is home.

Dr. Everett G. Hinckley, oI Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday with his parents Nahum
Hinckley and wrife.

Welchville, June

2,

1903.

Dear Sirs:—

Our three children had what we callC. was a success. About 150 persons were ed worm fits. We began to give them
unable to read, he still insisted that the
day.
“L. F." Bitters, and they have not-had
served at the tables.
should be read to him daily.
Joseph Whitmore and son George, of newspapers
Harold Morse, who has been in Old one since. This was three years ago,
The last connected talk the writer had
and I have them on hand all the time
Boston, were called here last week by the
Town the past w inter, is spending a few'
w’ith
him
was Saturday night previous to
death of Mr. Whitmore’s
and give them to the children.
brother, Cant. his death, when
with his parents, George Morse and
days
other
he
John 8. Whitmore.
among
things
Yours truly,
said: “If the Congregationalists desire to wife.
The many friends of
W. A. PRATT,
Capt. John Whit- have charge of the old union meetingMrs. May Ober, who has spent the
more were pained to
Box 42, Welchville. Me.
hear of his death house
I desire they should, out of winter with friends in Boston and Baltihere,
last Wednesday. Capt. Whitmore
The Trues "L. F." Atwood's Bitter^
was a
respect to Mr. Harwood. But if the Con- more, is home and has opened Ideal lodge
man of
sterling worth, a kind neighbor
a household
remedy (or young or ol<||
gregational ists do not want the charge, I for the season.
and a loving husband. He
leaves a widow desire that the Methodists have the
35 cents a bottle at all stores.
are being made for a celeand one brother, besides a
Arrangements
host of friends charge.”
bration of the anniversary of Odd Fellow
The funeral services were held
The funeral services were very impresFriday
ship April 20. There will be a supper and
Rev.
P.
A.
afternoon,
A. Killiam officiatsive being conducted under the auspices of
entertainment*
ing. He was buried with masonic
honors Tremont lodge, F. and A. M. Rev. Mr.
April 19.
M.
Subscribe for The American
The

novelty supper given by the W. R.

No Worms Since
Vsing This Remedy

